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SUMMARY OF INSTITUTE PROPOSAL AND OPERATION OF PLAN

ihTKODUCTION

The Capital District of New York which includes the Albany, Troy,
and Schenectady area and environs had for sometime been actively

seeking educational enhancement of personnel involved in running health
care facility libraries in this geographic area, particularly hospital

libraries--both nursing and medical.

The Regional Medical Program (RMP) was authcirized byPUblic Law 89-
239 as Title IX Education, Research, Training and Demonstrations in

the Fields of Heart Diseases, Canc r Stroke and Related Diseases Act,
1965. This has as its goal provi ng'medical assistance in the areas
of heart disease, cancer and stro e. This program divides the-country
quite differently from, and in very much smaller units than, the Regional./

Medical Library Program (RML), Pailic Law 89-291, 1965,.which -is adminis-

tered by the National Library of Medicine through eleven regional

medical libraries that blanket the country. RML has as its primary 'goal

the delivery of health care information; yet many RMPs saw the need for

the information component in health care delivery and provided a well

planned library information network.

The RMP covering the Capital District includes 24 counties of
which 21 were in. New York State but two were "interface counties"

(i.e., they are due service from both New York and Vermont) and a third,

was in Massachusetts
but interfaced with New York.

While the northeast is a vast area rich in allied health care
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facilities, many of the centers contained trained professional library

personnel to assist the health care team in their quest for knowledge,

and thus indirectly, in their granting of health service to the public.

However, an even greater number of facilities are lacking the library

personnel necessary to provide the information input that every health

care practitioner needs if he is to provide optimum service.

The planners of the Institute felt that the need for it had been

shown by research conducted under the auspices of the Regional Medical

Program. In 1969, a survey of health institutions showed an obvious

need for additional library staff training and upgrading. A questionnaire

directed to 63 institutions had a response rate of 76.24,. The need for

this training was further supported by correspondence from individual

users, librarians and administrators, which had been attached to the

questionnaire responses.

The Albany Medical Center Library, with an informally formed group

of professional librarians in the area, obtained a smaller amount of

funding from the Regional Medical Program to hold a one-day Institute

whicb.was heavily attended.

Requests for consultation visits received by established librarians

in the area also indicated a felt need for guidance and in-service train-

ing on the part of individuals who were then attunp ng to work alone in '

professionally isolated settings.

Further, the dearth of inter-library loan ac ivities outside of the

major metropolitan areas clearly, indicated a lack of knowledge of how

to satisfy the information needs of health care preptitioners.

Accordingly, the Director of the Institute, representing the School

k)
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of library, and Information Science, queried the library leaders who had

formulated the first plans for updating library practitioners. The plan

for continuing the successful workshop had been aborted by the lack of

local funds available as well as a lack of success in obtaining required

Brent funds.

The group saw an opportunity to respond to the stated need Of the

geographic area an to solidify the working relationship between library

faculty and professional libiary practitioners.

3.

GOALS

The primary goal was to train currently employed personnelx.whose
ID

educational level might have been limited to high school education, to

function effectively in providing information retrieval and document

deli.ery in libraries of allied health Acilities in the northeast as well

as a secondary goal of promoting familiarity with existing networks and

regional systems. It was felt that by expanding the concept of service

to hospital library personnel to a wider range of all health care

facilities that the function of the hospital library would be better known

and secondly, that all individuals involi.red in the Institute would become

aware of their peers and the possibility of drawing on peer experience

and resources for sharing problems as well as documents.

PARTICIPANTS

The target group was to be up to 20 persons who might be, but were

not restricted to, secretaries, medical record managers or volunteers

then having responsibility for collections of books and periodicals in

health care facilities libraries. It was considered by the Institute

Director and the volunteer planning committee that a small group of

at, -,ut 20 was necessary to prevent participants from being inhibited in

class discussions and in other group activities.



Some of the target group were personally known to the p nning

committee as being relatively shy and unwilling to exhibit their

ignorance of procedures.

Participants received a stipend of $75 per week or $150 for the _ _
10-day Institute with a $15 per week dependency allowance per dependent

pro-rated on the basis of a 5 -da. week. Participants were exempt from

ees and_costR r sponsib a for the cost of his/her own
OP

transportation and luncheon.

CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY OF. PARTICIPANTS

The Institute Advisory Committee served as the Admissions Committee

although-the orizinal proposal called for the Admissions Committee to

he composed of the,Asrociate Doan, the Institute Mrector and only two

memberr of th4. Advisory Committee. This was done because of the pressure

of activity on the Associate Dean and also because there was an Advisory

Committee planned on the day that final decittons were to be made and tte

Cormittee had offered to serve in the Capacity of Admissions Committee.

In addition, the two advisors, Mr. John Timour and Miss Marion Vedder,

also attended this meeting. The following criteria were applied in

selecting the participants: they 0

a) must gave hod minimally a high school diploma;

b) must represent a geOgraphic area where there i^ a felt

need for trained library personnel;

c) must be either currently employed or be an active

volunteer in a health care facility library;

d) must have the recommendation of the edminiStrator of

the facility (or his/her immediate superviSor).

Tt was also determined that preference would be given to institutions'

having a budgetary commitment for the continuation of library service for'

the applicants' institution. 7



5.

Projected Institute Program, as Submitted

Session #1: General introduction to concept of special library.

Use of INDEX MEDICUS, HOSPITAL LITERATURE INDEX, INTERNATIONAL

NURSING INDEX and others. ()

Search techniques using author andsubj ct e try.

Correct form of bibliographic citation and importance of

accuracy for interlibrary loan verification.

Discussion of other bibliographic tools.

Demonstration.

Practicum.

sion #2: Book selection and discard policies.

Introduction to standard lists from recognized ources.

. Adaptation of standard lists to local use, e.g., stress

on major areas of practices with minimal coverage for

specialties, not practiced in the hospital..

Use of book reviews, consultation with medical and

nursing staff for book selection.

Acquisition of library materials. The advantages and

disadvantages of ordering directly from publisher or

through book jobber and serials agent.

Checking-in book orders by verifying date, edition, title

and authors will be demonstrated. Preparation of books

for circulation including plactng call number on back,

library stamp, acquisition number if applicable, card

and pocket or other circulation system as prahiced by

the library.

Session #3: Journal selection and discard policies.

Introduction to standard lists from recognized sources.

8



Adaptation of standard lists to local use, e.g., stress

on major areas of practice with minimal coverage for

specialties not practiced in the hospital.

Stress on currency of maters with emphasis on discard

policy and prevention of aotumulating outdated material.

Acquisition of library materials: the advantages and

disadvantages of ordering directly from publisher or

through book jobber and serials agent.

Checking in journals, claiming missing issues. Preparation

of completed volumes for binding, checking for indexes,

tables of contents, title pages, and bow to proceed when

items are missing. Criteria for selection of binders

and checking in bound volumes.

Session #4: Simple'classification of mhterials - the use of the National

Library of Medicine system 7ill be stressed, although

students will be assisted lin using any standard system

Woo

currently in use.

Simplified cataloging with author, subject and title entries

and:appropriate tracings will be stressed. Maintenance

df a shelf list will be explained and demonestrated as well

as its practical applications.

P.M. Practice session.

Sessipn #5: y. Continuation of practice sessidn.

There will be practice on books previously selected by the

students' home libraries for inclusion in its collection.

The group will order catalog cards (L.C., NLM and Wilson)

and adapt them to individual library's use.

P.M. Selected government documents and pamphlet maintenance.

9
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Cersion #6: A.M. Circulation. Peview of various systems and practice

with actual books will include loan policies, reference,

and reserve books, overdues, tabulation and borrowerg' bards.

Group A Group B

P.M. Library Vlsitr

St. Peter's Hospital, Albany

Ellis Hospital, Schenectady

Samaritan Hospital, Troy

P.M. Terminal demonstration

7.

Cession #7: Library accounting; This will include maintenance of records,

including files of requests, purchase orders outstanding,

and orders filled. The student will be taught- ow to prepare

a budget and keep accurate financial records. Discussion of

records to keep - other special records, e.g., use by student

nurses or use of materials stored in special stacks. Other

statistical reports and monthly and annual reports.

Group A Group B

P.M. Library Visits P.M. Terminal demonstration

St. Peter's Hospital, Albany

Ellis Hospital, Schenectady

Samaritan Hospital, Troy

Session #8: A.M. Interlibrary loan - Preparation and verification of

/ requests for material not in the collection; use of Union

lists of serials and Union'Catalogs; the ethics of

borrowing and ALA rules and codes.

National and area systems and how to tap their resources.

Telephone `requests, interlibrary loan forms and special

formats required by certain libraries, e.g., New York State

and AmeAcan Hospital Association.

P.M., Audiovisual Media Lab Demon tratton



Session #9: A.M. Test on Interlibrary Loans

P.M, RefeiencesWork - Reference interview; how to find
t

answers to specific questions; accepting the request for

information; understanding the request; procedure to follow.

Session #10: A.M. Review Session

P.M. Practice sessions and appli

Individual problems.

assistance to student's

Because of the time elapsed between requesting facilities to be

available for the Institute before it was definitely known that the
r

Institute would be funded and the period that final plans were made for

the program, some faculty members were not available fol'a variety of

----reasons.

The Director was fortunately able to obtain people of co./gamble

prestige, skill, experience, and reputation for having good teaching

ability. The final program follows.

11
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Institute Session I

February 26, 1(275

A. 10 11 a.m. Orientation of participants. This included distribution
of forms and textbooks, the introduction of the Institute staff, .

evaluators, and the member of the Advisory Conmittee present, the
introduction of the participants, discussion on SU7YA and th' available
facilities and on the Institute, and ansverina any of the participants'
°q...lestions. -- Pauline M. 7eillancourt

B. 11 a.m. - 12 noon. AnswPrin: of pretest estionnaire ,y the partici-
pants. -- John Timcur and Marion Tedder (Pre-test is on page 68.1

C. 12 - 1 p.m. Lunch and the participants re7iewed the first chapter of
the Handloo:1, which had previously been assigned to the rartit,ipants'
to read before arriving.

D. 1 - 3:30 p.m. Gwen Cruzat gave a general introduction ,to special
libraries. This included the following:

1. Hospital's role in document delivery.
2. Role Of the RML. This included information on the R gional

Medical Library for the area in which the.participan,;s are
located (New York and Massachusetts).

3. Role of neighboring medical schools.
4. Role of NLM,
5. Discussion of JCAM standards.

E. 3:30 - 4 p.m. Discussion by Marcia Davidoff, librarian at the N.Y.S.
Medical Library, ofthe New York State Interlibrary-Loan System
(NYSILL). Participants were encouraged to use I'YSILL and were given
the address of the Medical Library. Brief discussion of the avail-
ability of SUNY BCN searches at no cost from the State Library.

Institute Session II

March 5, 1975

1

Discussion of questions and answers related to previous session.
-- Pauline M.' VaiIlancourt

MORNING Alfred Brandon

A. Standards of JCAII (Joint Committee on HoSpitsh Accreditation).

12



Institute Session II
March 5, 1975 (Continued)

B. Goals of institution must.be known.

C. Role of librarian in Institution - should be part of staff.

1. Should' be member of, or have direct contact, with
committee of medical education.

D. Resource sharing.

1. Encouraged to form formal or informal cooperation of

libraries in area.
2. Be aware of consortia in area; Get on Wling list

and know when meetings occur.

E. Book selection:

1. Acquisitions' policy.
Media Catalog - College of Medicine & Dentistry,. NJ -

passed around.
2. Who is restkonsible for laterial selection. You must

find out how much authoXity librarian has for selection
decision. .

3. Aids
a. Medical publisher's lists.
b. Select List of Medical Books in Print: -Stacey.

Includes list of major medical publishers.

NoL.

Brandon List (Latest -- to be publl.shed -- distributed).

. Steins, Ratcliff for smaller hospitals.
Bloomquibt, Library Practice in Hospitals - Will
be available through Institute library cqllection

in multiple copies.
f. Duncan - Selected Reference Aids for Small

Medical Libraries - a must.

g. Free from ANA or AEA: Basic List of Guides and
Information Sources for Patients, etc.

F. Discard Policies'

1.. Must have policy.
2,' Acceptance of "gifts."

3. How, to discard:

a. MLA Exchange List.

5

G. Book. orderi methods - book jobbers.

10
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n titute Session II
tth 5, 1975 (Continued)

11.

Thomas Fleming

A. Selection of journals.

B. P iliciples of acquisitions.

1.- Ways to acquire:
a. Buy.
b. Beg - solicitation.

c. Borrow.

d. MLA Exchange.

e. Barter.

C. Discarding journals.

D. Aokhgement on shelves of journals, checking in.

E. Establishing pipeline within Institution being served.

lhstitute Session III

Nhrch 12, 1975

Discussion of questions and answers related.to previous session.

-- Pauline M. Vaillancourt--

MORNING Deborah Barnhart

A. 4401ndations of cataloging.

1. Three aspects of cataloging:

a. Classification.- NLM, LC, DEWEY .

Class discussion on color coding,

cation system.

b. Descriptive cataloging - Handouts

and CIP.
c. Assigning subject headings.

. . NLM recommended.
why use special classifi-

- pts of catalog cards"

B. Subject headings:
to

1. Used in card catalog:\

.6' 2. Important to use controlled vocabulary.

Mentioned LC, and, MESH..

3. Styles.
a. Single term (e.g., obstetrics).

b. Inverted headings - terms with modifiers for specificity

(abdomen - acute).

c. Composite heading (Yellow fever).

d. Phrases - undesirable. Exception - history of medicine.

4. Subheading - increase standardization and specificity

(Nursing homes - New York - bibliography). Geographic, form,

language.
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Institute'Session III -,

March 12, 1975 (Continued)

5. Most in class don't use standard lists.
One said she makes up her own but has authority file.

6. Cross references.
a. See (Cancer, see neoplasms).

b. See also (Blue Cross, see also Insurance; see also Hospitals).

C. Classification.

1. Use a classification scheme.
2. Color codes - can't locate specific books.

3. Description on how to use ULM classification - passed
around copies.

4. Passed around monthly VIM Current Catalogs.

Discussion on setting library cards.
- From LC - through jobbers.
- From a library system.

Discussion on theft - how to know if book stolen -,take inventory
add by someone else telling you it's missing. Can get

insurance?

D. Shelf list.

1. ''Arranged by classification number and kept separate from card

catalog.

2. Can do inventory from it - shbuld be done annually.

TePORKSHOP: Deborah Barnhart and Pauline M. Vaillancourt

Classification of problem books brought by participants.
-11ill_have classification and subject headings for two of them

next weeZ--(Sufficient tools were not available.)
Discussion on why MESH numbers should not be used as a classifi-

cation system - too specific.
Discussion on use of subject headings and card catalog to overcome

problems of classification.
IM or AIM as much a necessity in health science libraries as is

card catalog,

s 15
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Institute Session IV

March 19, 1975

-46

Discussion of questions and answers related to previous session.

-- Pauline M. Ve411ancourt

ewrrm Thomas Fl e:

A. Cerials.
1. Definition: Publications issued at regular intervals

designed to continue indefinitely. Examples given.

2. Should accommodate thought process of scientists and

treat things as journals which they feel are journals.

Don't separate into society journals, non-society journals,

etc.

3. Participants examined'sample s rials check-in cards. Cah

order through library supply ca slogs, or get samples and

have photocopies to save expenses.

a. 'More efficient.

b. Can tell when journals normally arrive.

c. Can use to develop list of journals currently

receiving or to make up subject lists of journals

receiving.
er

4. How to.set up record and what to include.

a. Use 4 x 6 rather than 3 x 5, which is too small.

b. 'Kinds of information:
1) Title.

2) From whom Otftained:

a) As gift - from whom.

b) Phichased - order number of purchasing
department of hospital.

c) How routed in libraries with more than

one person.

d) How many copies kept and for how long.

-.. First five years journals most heavily used.

e). Where indexed (AIM?) - If in AIM, regional

library won't lend. Must work out local

arrangements.
f) For binding: existence of title page, table

of'contents, index, and when they come.

5. Claims:
a. Participants examined claim forms.

b. Where they go:

1) Publisher.

2) Dealers in serials: - odd numbers, runs, sets.

Shown list of such dealers.

3) VIA Exchange.

c. Keep record of what missing - stiow on check-in record

or set up separate file.

16
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Institute
March 19,
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Session IV
1975 (Continued)

Binding. ---
a. Introductory remarks.

1) Difficult to get binding money - less than 25% of budget.

2) Shouldn't spend more than 25% of budget on books
because only recapitulation of material already known.

3) Bind for preservation. Disadvantage is that whole
bound volume must be taken out for one article.

b. Standards for binding.
1) Class A - Description.
2) Non Class A: Cheaper - not as substantial.

c. Try to bind at times different from other libraries in area.

d. Instructions to binder:

1) Leave space for index.

2) How many issues to be bound together. Must pay extra

for more than 22" thick.

3) Include advertising? Bt careftl of articles
continued in ad. pages.

4) Decide how to identify journal.

5) For volume numbers, don't use Roman Numerals.
Add months covered when volume split.

6) Colors - Color samples from one binder sent around.

e. Selection of binder.
1) Should not sub it for bids every time want binding

done. Reasons given.

2) Sent around price list.

AFTERNOON Sister Regina Clare Woods

B. Vertical File: Ephemeral material. Defined.

1. Divide by subject. Devise subject headings by what patrons

need and latest interests in medical field.

2. Build up recent materials using tear sheets, pamphlets,

newselippings. Handed out tear sheets.

3. Author file for patrons who publish.
4. Discussion on vertical files in participants' libraries.

5. Library annual reports and possibly even library policies.

6. Catalogs (for supply houses, etc.).

C. Government Publications: Get on mailing lists.

1. Handed out "U.S. Government Publications Acquisitions..."

2. Government coupons
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C.

or

3. Open account at Supt. of Dots.

4. "Selected U.S. Government Publications"
Should get on mailing list. Twice a month.

5. "Monthly Catalog"
Handout on ionthly Catalog "Introduction."

17
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Institute Session IV
March 19; 1975 (Continued)

DISCUSSIO%

What to do when directors keep changing and each new one

t requests new journals and that old ones be discontinued.

ROw to claim gift journals.

Institute Session V

April 9, 1975

Discussion of questions and answers related to previous session.

-- Pauline M. Vaillancourt

MORNING Lucretia McClure

` Discussion

1. Bidding periodicals - Class A and Standard.

2. Type of book bindings.

I Reference.

A. Introduction.
1. What librarian is to patron.

2. Typies of questions.

3. Full time job - always can learn more.

B. Forms
1. Dictionaries.

a. Use.
1) Give clasSifications.
2) Definitions for unknown terms.

3) List of chemical elements.

4) Prescription languages, pharmaceutical prescriptions.

5) Blood groups.
6) Illustrations.

7) One edition of Stedman's has legal information.

b. Abbreviation dictionary.

c. Syndrome dictionary. - quick description, etiology,

symptoms, references.
Durham Encyclopedia.

2) Encyclopedia of Medical -Syndromes.

2. Classification of Diseases.

a. International Classifitation of Diseases. -1 Index by

disease and operation.

b. Useful for identification of diseases.

3. Handbooks..

a. Diseases.
Current Medical Diagnosis and Treatment of Diseases 18
Gives-description, treatment, selected references.
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Institute Session V
April 9, 1975 (Continued)

b. General - biological, chemical, etc.
4. Drug Sources.

a. Physicians Desk Reference - arranged by categories.
b. Poisoning. Poisoning Toxicology, Systems, Treatment.

Gives lethal doses. Segments on insecticides, poisonous
plants and fish, public education, Christmas poisons,
list of poison control centers.

c. ANA Drug Evaluations.
Describe drug interactions, evaluates, chemical formula,
etc.

d. Others - Clinical Toxicology.
5. Statistical Sources.

a. Statistical Abstracts of the United States. Gives infor-
mation on populations, industries, vital statistics.

b. Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report.
Communicable Disease Center in Atlanta. Annual Cumulation.

c. Vital and Health Statistics - Government document.
Many sections. Mortality, birth, suicide, marriage
and divorce, specific diseases.

d. World Almanac: Good for general information: population,
ports information, statement on copyright, medical news

year.
6. Le Sources.

a. creditation Manual for Hospitals.
b. Public Health Law - for own state and U.S.

7. Directories.
a. AMA Directory.
b. Directory of YedicalSpecialists. Gives information about

specialty boards.
c. Hospital Directory:
d. Foundation or grant directories, medical education, etc.

8. Standard Works.
a. Good for getting background on medical terms.
b. Current Medical References: Have attempted-to pick out

quality references.

Discussion: Should books be kept for just librarian's use or for patron
use. Theft high.

II Other Reference Sources.

A. Use of card catalog.
1. Gives much information about books and authors (e.g., birth

end death dates).
2. Find out about subject matter in library.

3. Illustrations, number of pages.

B. For reference information can consult with other librarians.

19
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Institute Session V
April 9, 1975 (Continued)

C. Current Sources.
1. Newspapers.
2. Local organizations - e.g., Public Health.

3. Get acquainted with people in societies and associations
such as cancer, heart in community:

D. Government documents.
Hard to handle, but very valuable.

* .

E. Journals.
1. Directories in association publications.

2. An.
a. Directories. SO
b. Book `review.

3. AJN.
a. Society news - meetings:

b. Classified ads for students requesting information on

job opportunity.
4. Hospitals.

Hospital administration, laws, equipment.

5. Medical World New - Good coverage over period of time of
world medical news.

6. Medical Economics: Financial information, business

problems for doctors.

F. Archives of own Institution. - Should have full record of
publications and activities in Institution. Pictures also

very important. Newspaper clippings of information related

to Institution.

III Precaution in references.

A. Don't give answers, give reference sources.

Librarians not physicians and can't practice medicine.

Can't give out medical syrptoms, prognosis, etc.
With lay people, must be careful of sources given them.
Same restrictions on legal information.

C. Write down policies.

IV Bibliographies.

,A. Try to solicit all literature available for patron.
Try to get all information from patron on his topic.

B. MESH is starting point. Read introduction. Look at new

subject headings. Check alphabetical list of subject headings

and then refer to back section to get more specific.

20



Institute SesE;ion V
April 9, 1975 (Continued).-

C. Explanation of how materials in 1M get indexed.
Choose 2-3 subject headings per article. /

D. Start with latest issue of IM for literature searches.

E. IM
1. January IM: Special features.
2. Description of subject index.

3. Author Index.

V Workshop: Search questions. Practice questions.

Institute Session VI

April 16 1975

Discussion of questions and answers related to previous session.
-- Pauline M. Vaillancourt

A

I ILL (interlibrary loans) Cecile Kramer '

A. Networks - necessary to fight budget crunch.
"1. Downstate area of New York.
2. Uses: ILL of print and non print.

3. RML - New York State Library is major resource.
4. Use of ILL for acquisitions: Brings out gaps in

collection.
5. Should lending library pass on cost-of ILL to borrowing

library and if so, should library pay or der?
6. List of r stricted journals -- to encourage administrators

these journals.
,7. Medical Books in Print.

8. Cooperation of Yale, Columbia, Harvard.

a. Setting up bibliographic center. Can TWX or telephone
center and get material thru parcel post in 48 hours.

b. May eventually have cooperative acquisitions.

9. Problems of networks.
a. Different circulation policies.
b. Some libraries end up lending more than borrowing.

10. Do larger libraries resent lending so much material?

B. Copyright.
1. Williams and Wilkins VS NIM. Implication for ILL.

2. Copyright legislation: For List of Legislators can write
to one copyright committee, will be in next issue of

MLA News.

3. Discussion on fair.uce.
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Institute Sesal.on VI
April 16, 1975'(Continued)

C. Discuspion on joining MLA and benefits obtained.

1. Bulletin and MIA News, Given address for joining.

2. Discussion on problems of small medical libraries.

a. :1Abrarians can spend little time in medical libraries

*f in medical records.

b. It Bender Labs library committee and director don't

want reference tools including CD because they

believe they can rely on AMC and the State Library.'

3. DiscusOion on who should do book selection.

4. Problem with weeding.

DISCUSSION

In state operat;id libraries, librarians may have very little say

about running-library. Encouraged not to "create waves."

Ms. Cramer encouraged all of them to show initiative, Otherwise,

they will not be respected. State employees claim it'does no good.

A question was raised of how to handle ILL when books come

back destroyed,

D. ILL Forms.
1. ALA form - can get name and address of library printed

on the form.
2. Give as much information as possible for lending library.

3. One participant said that-New York State Library will

fill ILL when given just a subject.

a. Advised not to try that with any library not

in NYSILL.
b. Not normal part of ILL.

E. Record K ing: Who loaned to,when overdue, etc.

F. Verifica ion - how to proceed.

II Circulation.

A. Any system should fit your library.

1. Should be as simple as possible.

B. Policy.
1. What materials can circulate, who can borrow, etc.

2. Policy should be written down so everyone is aware.

3. Renewal, how long to circulate, lanes.
a e.

C. Discussion of circulation policies in individual libraries.

1. Nursing library: Students and faculty only. Hospital

employees can use library but can't borrow materials.

2. State Nursing library: Anyone in hospital can borrow

materials if show ID.

3. Bender Labs: Sign out to departments, not individuals.
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Institute Session VI -

April 16, 1975 (Continued)

D.- System should enable librarian to know who has what book out.

E. Piling cards by call numbers vs. main entrk.

1. If have only date due, file by call number. Have to

look thru all days to find missing book.

2. Discussion of files in Northwest University Medical

Librarye-

F. I book is missing, there must be a search procedure.

Institute Session VII

April 23, 1975

Half-day session on'SUNY Biomedical Communications Network (repeated).

Other half-day to library site visits.

Site Visits: One group to Ellis Hospital; other group to St. Peter's

Hospital Library. (See photographs on pages 33-35).

SUNY Biomedical Communications Network

A. Difference between Medline and SUM. BCN,

B. Medlars Data Base.

1. Goes back to 196 Medline 1971).

2. sCovers more nals.

C. Search _procedures:

1.__31i74.
2. Example: Liver Function Tests and Anesthetics.

3. Description of Searcher's MESH with tree structures.

Look for most specific heading:

4. Description of difference between IM and N/M headings.

5. Select mode - Eng. only.

D. People who can use the system:

1. Priority given to SUNY students and faculty. For

this reason,-they require the person/to make an

appointment and be present for search.

2. Won't do searches for one term searches.7
E. What State Library needs to know:

1. State Library reserves the right to decide what

searches will be done.

2. Won't do searches for students.

3. Do through library; don't go directly.

4. Need to know who requestor is, his position, and how

to get in touch with him telephone number).

3
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Institute Session VII
April 23, 1975 (Continued)

5. Address and telephone number of State Library.

(518)474-7040
Medical Library
NYS Education Department
Albany, New York 12234

6. Can use SOYA fora, as guide to what information

F. Demonstration of search.

Ellis Hospital

A. Demonstration of files:
1. Circulation.
2. ILL.

3. Books and-journals ordered.

4. Annual Report.

B. Forms Needed:
1.. ILL ALA form.
2. Vouchers.

z
s 'ne'eded.

C. To of library stacks in another building. Participants

yen access to Ellis Hospital Librafy duplicate journals
to take back to their libraries.

D. Discussion of library clientele.
1. Primary:, physicians and nursing students.

2. Secondary: students from nursing' and other allied

health programs.

St. Peter's Hospital

I Library collection.

A. Journals - 150 nursing and medical.
1. Arrangement.

a. AlphabetIcel by,title.
b. Ten\years i;ITITnraryT-older-issues in stacks

in a storage area.
2. Circulation.

a. Current issue doesn't circulate.
b. Bound and older unbound issues circulate for week,.

.11'..

Monographs -/about 1,000 books - reference, special dollection

kcked cabinet for previously stolen books).

II Card Catalog-i._

A. NLM Classificatidn4-

B. Subject, author; title.

24
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Session VII

23, 1975 (Continued)Ap

III. Interlibrary loan.

A. Mainly material requested from other libraries:

B. Yearly growth of amount of material lent by St. Peter's.

C. Interlibrary loan procedure and record-keeping system explained

and shown.

IV. Indexes - Index Medicus, INI, Cumulative Index to Nursing/Literature,

Hospital Literature Index.

V. Library pro res.

A. Library a ays open.

1. About 200 worth of materials stolen per year.

B. Circ tion.

1. Borrowers sign out books completely.

2. Late notices sent mainly as reminders. No. fines.

C. Library scope.
1. For all hospital employees.

SITE VISIT TO SAMA N HOSPITAL

Apri , 1975

Half-day visit for n' e-of the particip'ants. (See photographs on page 33-35).

I. Medical Library.

Al Collection.
' 1. Stafford Collection: Donated by his wife Must be kept

separate--carOt integrate int. the rest of the collection.

Doesnot include any reference works. Mostly popular

medical items.
2. Reference collection

a. Quite small--14 texts, directoriqs, dictionaries.

b. Classified by NLM.

3. Periodicals
a. Arranged alphabetically.

b. Subscribes to about 66 journals.

4. Indexes and Abstracts.

a. Index Medicus.
b. Hospital Literature.

Abstract of Hospital Management Studies.

B. Card Catalog:
Subject, author, and title in three separate catalogs.

C. Interlibrary Loan.

1. Material which is requested by Samaritan patrons.

2. Amount: 1974 960 ILL. .

4
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Institute Session VII
April 23, 1975 (Continued)

46.

D. Library ProceduLAs:
1! Library hours.

O

Sit

a. Librarian available 8:30-4:30, Monday through Friday.
b. Library kept locked at other times, but staff can

gain access from guard.
c. Nothing has been stolen to this point.

2. Patrons.
a. Hospital staff.
b. Medical technology student from RPI and training

at Samaritan.

'-II. Nursing Library.

A. Strong in audiovisual
1. Production Room:

a. Run by AV technician.
b. Capability of filming or recording. Has 4 TV

cam.:ras.

c. Film lectures, 4pecial programs.
2. Library.

0 a. Eight carrels with capability of using audiocassettes,
slide tape shows, videocassettes.

b. Library handles software--cataloged but kept separately.

B. Card Catalog.

1. NLM classification.
2. Three separate files for author, title, and sub, ect.

4'

Institute Session VIII

April 30, 1975 1'C'

Discussion of questions and answers'related to previous session-7
Pauline M. Vaillancourt. Slides of hospitals shown (See page 33-35).

Half-day session on audiovisuals (repeated) (Jane Port)

Site visit to Ellis Hostital. Repeated half-day visit for ninqeof
the participants. See outline for April 23 for details. (Page 21),

A. Things demonstrated best through audiovisuals:
1. Hea'''t sounds.

2. Bab cries.
3. Examtles of patient behavior in psychiatry.

B. Some aud:"gnces more receptive. Depends on individ44.1And-situa-tievrk-
.,C, 4k-dia sho ld be in one place where well mAitiained and always avail-

able.
41:

D. Librarians called upon to handle s ware--cataloging, biblio-
graphic control.

2C
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Institu e Se VIII
April 3 , 197 (Continued)

E. Types of materia s (shown through slides).
1. Slide-tape-- r booth should be able to bold several people.
2. Films--know wh re to find SOUrces.

F. Discussions - Dukan - filmstrip, 'record package. 'Can be handled,
on large screen or on rear screen Audiovisual Equipment Directory.
National Audiovispal Associati6n in Virginia. Can use to ansv(er
reference questioris such as bow large a screen in a certain size

4 room.
4.

G. Catalogs: A collection vin information on sources of softwar
and hardware. Also shoul know what's available in institution.

H. Before buying, preview soft are and if possible,, have oth r people ,

review with y
I. Class II - P nent collecti

1. Must set aside..roOM in libr ry or other plac d use materia
4 2.- Become a manager.,,Natelalas ust be hand a efully.

3. Best to have everything in onp room. Howe er, e eryone must
then use headphones.

J. Class I: Full Service. Larger and m' e varied--a library of its
own.

.1. Need technicians to do repairs.
2. Unrealistic for most places.

. K. Different kinds of media sofbaare.
1. Slides. 1

.

a. Slide viewers. InexpensiVe and users can take home
b. Slides available in institution and some free from

drug companies. .

c. Slide projector: Should be labeled and keep records
of who has, what being repaired, etc. N.

2. Color microfiche. Take color slides and reduce to card size.
Use microfiche viewers. Available as portable which are
quite inexpensive. 1

3. Overhead transparency projector.
4. Filmstrip projector - Can bu with' viewer for individual. Can

get slide projector which wi 1 take filmstrips. Filmstrips

. cheaper than slides, but once torn, must replace the whole
thing.

5. Aydiocassettes.
Often given free by drug companies. Try to get on their ligts.

6. 8 mm film cartridges.
a. Being replaced videocassettes.
b. ,Cartridges prevent having to thread films. However, each

manufacturer made the hardware in difference sizes. There-
, fore, not interchangeable. 1

7. 16 mm motion picture. Softwarehot worth buying beccrge out
of date so soon in medical field. Better to rent or borrow.
Very expensive - ($400-$500).

8. Videocassettes.

4 a. Standard medium in health field for when need moving Ido-
1,

tures and souild
9. Kits: MY timedia packages. In many pieces. How to store

\together o separate.

414
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Institute Session VIII
April 30, 1975 (Continued)

L. Bibliographic Control: Many bibliographies coming out.
1. NMAC Catalog. .

2. NAC Catalog.
3. Medcom: Boxes of slides on many different subjects. Comes

with own slide viewer.
4. There are health sections in many general catalogs.

M. Cataloging.
1. Pick rules most consistent with may catalog rest of collection.

E.g. Use NMAC with NLM.
2. _Catalog cards - shown on slides. 'Demonstrates what.is in

Cataloging Nonprint.
, a. Title entry.

b. Credit to person who has intellectual responsibility.
c. May want to put overlay over card if in integrated catalog.
d. -Processing is a lot of work. -E.g. - must title and number

every slide.-
N. Storage.

1. Are cabinets Meant for media.
2. Better to put On shelves. Can browse.

0. Audiovisual Reference Aids.
1. Audiovisual Market Place.
2. The Audiovisual Equipment Directory.

P. Advertise media. Can.be access into rest of library.
Q. NMAC.

1. 'Reference librarians to help locate films, etc.
2. AVLINE.

R. Serial Publications.
1. Biomedical Communications: Mostly ads.
2. MLA Bulletin.
3. Journal of Medical Education.

Institute Session IX

May 7, 1975

Discussion of questions and answers related to previous session.- -

Pauline M. Vaillancourt.

I. Introd Lion - Grace Lyons
, :

A. It t: es years to develop library support. Identify what 7'*.-

user seed.

B. Philo-hy on accounting.
1. If lyney is received from a department,, e.g., through a

gra t it must be used for that department's needs and
you -hould give a goigd accounting of how used.

2. Ident "winners" in institution and get to know them.



Institute Session IX
May 7, 1975 (Continued)

II. What to do with a budget: Program Budgeting.

A. Books describing Pkogram Budgeting were cited:
1. Seckler and Hudson. Organization and Management:

Theory and Practice. Shields and Burke. Budgeting
for Accountability in Libraries.

2. The following points were emphasized:.

to be se
fidget

by the agency. Continuous scrutiny and)dget
concept - focus of attention on ends

an11

a. Program

evaluation of programs rather than on the dollars to
be spent.

.

b. Would focus attention upon the general character and
relative importance of the work to be done, or upon
the service to be acquired, such as personal services,

.. , supplies,-equipment,7and so/on. The all-important
thing in budgeting ii", the work or services to be accom-
plished

)
plished and what that work or service will cost:

4,

1.-

c.- As a working definition the program concept includes
the following:

,

1) Formulation and adoption of a plan of activities
and programs for a stated time period.

2), Relating of program costs to resources-
3) Achievement of the authorized plan according to a

time schedule and at a cost within available re-
., ,

tisources.
-

d. In substance and detail the program bdtlget materials
and justification should answer the following ques-
tions concerning each program in the budget:,
1) What are the ends to be served by the program?

6 2) Why is this prograM being proposed? Are there
alternatives?

3) How much do we propose to do during the, next fiscal
period? Is this a reasonable amount?

4) What resources (manpower, equipment, money) will be
needed to accomplish this?

5) When do we anticipate completing the program?
e. The answers to these questions will necessitate the-use

of data that are equally important to personnel, manage-
ment, and supply offices.

f. Budget: All processes of management and planning.

B. Handouts:
1. Budgeting for Accountability in Libraries: A selection

of,readings.
2. Report sheet on programs. (Sample form)

WA
G. Develop programs for the library, keeping the institution's

ideals in mind, sell it, and then will get the money for it.
D. Question combining nursing and medical libraries.

1. What ends will be served.
a. Will be more efficient.
b. Provide doctors and nurses with wider scope of materials.

29
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Institute Session IX
May 7, 1975 (Continued)

2. Know alternatives so can deal with them when they come
up from someone elsa.

3. What resources, manpower, and money will be needed to
accomplish the program.

4. When will this end? Try for one week, a year? Keep
statistics on how well program works during this time.

E. If you have a budget of $500, how to spend. Try to look upon
long-term plans.
1. Don't threaten security of administration.
2. Files on e enditures.

Keep dupl'cate copy of requests for materials. Some insti-
tutions y buy materials infrequently and may have to wait
after submitting. Must be aware that model numbers and
prices may be outdated. Specify exactly what you want so
that no one can order something else because it is cheaper.

3.. Salesman from a reputable company can be very helpful in
spending, equipment money well.

4. In buying books, involve people who would be interested in
an area. Get them to want the material so that you get a
base of support.

5. Once have a commitment from staff, follow through. e.g.

if get Index Medicus, make sure it keeps coming.
6. Supplies: Very important for image.

a. May range from small equipment to paper.
b. May be able to get things that dress up library. e.g.

pictures for walls, princeton files.
c. Know people on all levels who may be able to help in

certain areas. e.g. someone who may know where special
funds are or someone who can print pictures for the walls.

7. Discussion on how to spend.
a. Deal-Rehabilitation: Divorcing library from school. Or

a collection of books on astrology, psychology, porn-
ography.

,

b. VA Hospital: Material to entertain people who are there
to die. Or buy materials on group activities, physical
therapy.

c. Hospital: Update materials. If have a, special group
(e.g. in-service training) that uses a library, ask
them their needs and encourage them to suggest ideas.

d. Bender Lab: Build up reference collection.
e. Rehabilitation Center: Bring in speakers from ethnic

backgrounds who have been successful.,
f. Hospital: Buy more journals. Advise get support so-

that can continue buying them. Photocopying title pages
and send around to publicize journals and photocopying.
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Planning-programing-budgeting system PPBS

Service Priorities

I 2f.

Focus on Output "Services Checklist" materials and services available.

COMPLETE SERVICE Statistics modified "Services Checklist" monthly
-- dotal number of outputs for each item

then "Complete Service Statistics"

Writing the Program Parallel line by line fozbudget with concurrent
program budget

PBS - Basic elements

4

a. system concept and,output.orientation'
17. identifiable and measurable outputs
c. stated objectives
d. consideration-of alternative means to achieve objectives
e. activities grouped into program categories
f. measured progress toward objectives
g. analysis of benefits in relation to costs 4
h. Iong-range planning
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Institute Session X

May 14, 1975

Discussion of questions and answers related to previoub\session--
Pauline M. Vaillancourt.

I. Developing Policies and Procedures (Helen Yast)
A. Difference between policy and procedures.

1. Policy:
a. Participants', ideas:

goals

set of rules written statement and. regulations
principles
general outline to cover broad areas
functions gr

b. Set of rules and principles comes closest.
c, Discussion of institutions' policy manuals. Libraries

are generally not included. Kind of policies should
be included.
1) General statement: Policy to support education

through a library.
d. Who makes policy.

1) Library.Committee..
2) Librarian and &taff.
3) Users tend to be ignored inmost instances.
How one starts writing a policy.
Get together with library committee (which should repre-
sent library, users, administrators, educators).
What should policy be.
1)... What functions should be included.

a) Selection (weeding). )

b) Acquisition - gift and exchange. ) 3

c) Circulation (overdue reserve). 4

d) Reference service. is, 5

e) Hours of service (access). 2

f) ILL. 6
g) Inventory
h) Educational programs.
i) Inservice traihing.
j) Recreational programs.

) Budget.

1) Archives
m) User population - most important 1

n) Retention and binding.
2) Factors to keep in mind.

p) Users (institutional needs).
b) Budget.

c) Space.
d) Sources.
p) Approval.
f) Departmental purchases.
g) Cooperative arrangements (locations).

g. Participant's acquisitions policies.

e.

7
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Institute Session X
May 14, 1975 (Continued)

-4p

2. Procedure.
a. Definition.

1) Way.

2) Tasks performed.
3) How you implement mechanics of policy.

b. Factors to consider in implementing.
1) Objective.
2) Equipment.
3) Location of library and physical facilities.
4) Imagination.
5) Budget.

c. Why should be written.
1) Prevent deviation.
2) Training personnel.
3) Programming.

d. Specific procedures.'
1) Circulation

a) Things needdd:
Stamper.

Dater.
File. -

Book card.
Desk.
Pen;

Dividers.
Date slip.
Borrower's card.

Remove Card

Write Name and Date

Stamp Return Date on
Book Card and Date Slip

Give Book to Borrower

File Card by Date Due



Institute Session X
May 14, 1975 (Continued)

31

3. Overdue and Recall PrOcedure.

ICheck File I

Check Shelf

1

Recall

Written
Notice

Phone

Call

I

Bill
Cancel
Replace

Personal
Visit

-
4. Discussion of procedure for checking out AV materials.

Difficult'to know if broken (e.g. a tape.)
5. Discussion of theft: Photocopier may eliminate need

to steal.

II. Teleconference: The Health Science Library: A Service, not a
Place. (Slide tape presentation.)

1. Lectures sent out to distant places. Lecturer tapes
the lectures and those tapes sent to conference center.

2. Tape and slide presentation.
a. St. Joseph Hospital Library in Chicago. 12th floor,

2-1/2 staff. Need to encourage people to use since
not in central location.

b. Library important for continuing education.
c. Method familiarize patronsLwith library.

1)* Program using overhead projector: orientation
presented to new nurses, department heads, and
students.

2) Other employees: Brief introduction with brochure
given during orientation.

3) Administrators: Invite to library to survey.
4) Accomplishes making library known and that patrons

welcome.
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Institute Session X
May 14, 1975 (Continued)

II 3. Services.
a. Current awareness.
b. Literature searches.

c. ILL: to back up searches.
d. Archives: Good one at Pennsylvania Hospital in

Philadelphia.
e. AV room. AV materials cataloged with book materials.

Provide demonstrations of use of AV.

f. Librarian makes final decision on book selection.
Consult with appropriate hospital staff.

g. Materials withdrawn: Some given to house staff collec-
tion, sold at annual book fair, or MLA book exchange.

h. Future development: Materials to be used in health
care education for parents.

i. No recreational reading materials available in library.
AHA library has recreational collection which encourages
people to do professional reading alsN.

j. Newsletter: Distributed throughout hospital and staff
quarters.

III. Discussion on AAHLA (Ursula Poland)
A. Every librarian must, not feel he/she is alone. Part of a

larger group.
B. Throughout Region II, ve smaller groups. This area: AAHLA

4 Names and addresset be added to mailing list.

C. Content of meetings important, but also have personal inter-
action where can discuss mutual problems.

IV. Suggestion to summarize institution and send to administrators
of participants.

V. Discussion: How to apply for grants.
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FACILITIES AND RESOURCES

A ,large classroom of 573 square feet was devoted weekly to the

Institute except for one meeting where another classroom of 570 square

feet was employed in order to utilize audiovisual hardware in that room.

The larger classroom did pot have proper lighting for the use of these

media.

Although food was available at modest cost in the Uniiiersity

,0
cafeteria and snack bar and relatively modest cost in the Patroon Room,

all of which was made available to the participants, all of them always

(brought lunches and made use of the refrigerator and coffee and tea

facilities available to'School of Library and Information Science stzAents.
- . .

. .-. .

,

Parkng on campus was made available without cost to all participants.
4

The participants' names were placed with all service agencies so that

they were able to use all facilities at the University as if they were

registered students. This included the University Library,and the SLIS

. collection as well as nei oring4libraries (notably, Albany Medical

Center Library, New York State Medical Library and Ellis Hospital Library)

which were available through the use 1ff Capital District Library Council

(CDLC) borrower's cards. These entitled individuals to utilize the

resources and/or borrow materials from approximately 40 academic special

and public library system libraries in a 7,205 square mile area covering

10 counties.'

Other facilities available to the students were the student lounge,
\

connecting to MEDLARS data base, ERIC data base, Psychological abstracts

\

the audiovisual laboratory in the Library School, computer terminals

and Biologica;/abstracts data base on SUNY so-Medical communication

network system. A special institute library was provided with books and

37



reprint in multiple copies as well as certain reprints in sufficient

quantities for each student to have his/her own copy to keep. The

Institute collection is shown in Appendix. Material distributed is

shown in Appendix and a single set of handouts is attached to only

one copy of this report, the first.

Ica
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PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR LIBRARIES

Of the 20 participants who started,' 18 completed the full sessions

of the Institute. There were 17 different institutions represented among

the participants. However, 3 individuals came from 3 different instal+aedons

of the same system. (Drug Abuse Control Commissidn.)

Sixteen participants had no library training. Two had taken minimal

training: one attended a ones -week workshop at Frances Countway Library

in December 1971, a second had 2 night courses in library science at

Herkimer County Community College. Another took one semester of basic

library tech iques: participant has her MLS., taken ten years ago

and withmo.background in health,sciences libraries, and eleven others

had'education beyond high school.

This represented a higher degree of education than had been anticipated.

Both the Director and the Advisory Committee were very pleased with this

development because it meant that whil\these individuals had, on the

whole, no library school training, they showed evidence that health are

facilities are using personnel possessed of greater education thah had

been true for like institutions inetthe past. The following chart represents

the education of the participants:

EDUCATION
0

Chart I,
High-school 1 diploma) 9(including equivalency
12 credits 'of college,

1 year of college - 2

2 years of college (including 1 associate degree) 2

2 years of college and 2 eXtension courses 1

3 years of college ,.. 1 v-,

college graduate , w At. 2 , ,'.o'.. ,..

_college grZild ,,e +2 semester of basioAlprary 1

college
,
gg
.
rao' = e +MLS 1

College SIlb-Total 4
20

ti
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WORK EXPERIENCE IN LIMARIES

Of the six participanWworking full-time in their-libraries, one

has worked four years; one, three years; three have worked one year,

and one has worked about six months. Of the three participants workini

30 hours; one has worked in the,,library six months; another ?-1/2 years;

and the third, five years. The participant working 10 hours has been

in the library five years. The dhe Working six hours has worked nine

years and the other is new. The one working five hours weekly has

worked one year; one of those working four hours (or a half-day a weep)

has worked three years and the others are new; and those working.':Ipart-
,

time" are new.

:T.
NUMBER OF YEARS

EXPERIENCE IN LIBRARY NUMBER OF ROW WORK/WEEK

# Years /Months # Participants Full-time 6'-
30 hours 3

9 yr.

5.

1
2

10 hours
6 hours

].

2
.14 1 5 hours 1
3 3 4 hours
1 3 Part-time -
8 mo. 1 * (unspecified) 2
5 mo. 2
new 6

AGE RANGE

, The a6s of the participants ranged from 21 to 59, with the largest

number falling into the 41-50 age bracket.

the age range. Chart II

AUE RAMIE

21-30

31-4o
4 o
o +,

4

Tice following is a chart of...4.

# or 'PAH ITUIPAN a b

5

10
2

-
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NUMBER OF STAFF IN LIBRARIES (Position of participant not specified}
Chart III

1 - Librarian-(non-professional) and nine aides (residents)%,
1 - Librarian (non-professional) and from 0-6 aides (residents).
1 - Librarian (professional) 2 aides, 2 student pages.
1 - Librarian (professional) 2 aides.
1 - Director and 2 assistants (also responsible for medical recordt).
2 - Two part-time (non-professional).
1 - One full-time with some Delp from main medical library.
3 - One full-time.
2 - One part-time.

However, the following chart shows the title of the participants as

they perceived them and the supervisor to whOm they said they reported:

REPORTED TITLES AND SUPERVISORS
Chart IV

Job Title

Librarian
House mother/Librarian
Assistant Librarian
Medical Librarian
Librarian
Librarian (teacher)
Library Aide
Library'Director
Medical Records - Cor
Medical Records Clerk
Medical Records Clerk -

Librarian
Medical Records Practitioner
Narcotics Corrections

Officer (3)
Senior Clerk
Volunteers (4)

. Sect.

Type of Supervisor

Director, School of Nursing
Pincipal, Sechool of Nursing
Record Room Administrator
Director - Bender'Laboratory
Library Administrator
Education Director
Director, Nursing Education
Research Director of Organization
Medical Records Librariant
Record Room Administration'

Record Room Administration
Medical Records Librarian

Educ ion Director
Librailan
Librarian

Themap on the next page shows the geographic area from which

participants came. Those,Qqzling from the greatest distance were from

New York (110 miles), Yonkers (1117) and Syracuse '(123) .

p
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An effort was made to determine before the start of the Institute

some of the characteristics of the library from which they came in terms

of easily identifiable factors. These were perceived to be the budget;

the holdings in terms of number of volumesenumber of journal subscriptions

and other material; the physical facilities and hardware. In this category,

an effort was made to identify whether the library had its own telephone

and typewriter, what the seating accommodations were and any photocopiers

and common hardware. In addition, we asked what services were rendered,

what classificatipn or arrangement was utilized for the book collection,

and we inquired about "list of tools" held and, finally "future plans".

The following is a breakdown of these factors in chart form:

BUDGET
Chart V

Total Amount Details

$40,000.00 (no breakdown)
10,419.85 ($5,219.85 Salaries & Wages; $5,200 Supplies)
2,500.00 (no breakdown)
1,700.00 ($1,500 Books; $200 Periodicals) Plus -- Federal

Grant Money
1,000.00 (no breakdown)

300.00 (no breakdown)

Part of Medical Record Budget
Shares with other areas
Liberal: through hospital administration
4 No information
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HOLDINGS
Chart VI

# Volumes Journal Subscriptions Other

14,000 12

4,000 Nursing* 36 Nursing
250 Doctors) Collection 18 Doctors'

Collection

8,596 (7,000 bound
journals)

4,000

137

200 Doctors' Lounge 71
2,854 Nursing School Library* 19

3,740 Main Medical Library 41
2,000 (including books,

pamphlets, periodicals,
notebooks)

1,500 (1,500 more ordered)
688 (438 bound journals)
612 (12 bound journals)
500
500

No information

2 (8 ordered)
15
34
20
5

99
Collection in Process of Being Ordered.
*Participant is from the Nursing Library.

250 Trainex Filmstrip
41 Trainaide Cassettes
35 Video Tape Cassettes
82 Tape Cassettes

24 Pamphlets

Audiovisual Pamphlets
Pamphlets
Pamphlets
15 AudiotapeSeries

TELEPHONE & TYPEWRITER
Chart VII

Telephone Typewriter

7 7

1 0

0 1
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PHYSICAL FACILITIESA HARDWARE
Chart VIII'

1 - Accommodations
for 40 people,

tables with 4 chairs each), plussmall private office, periodical display rack and special purposedisplay rack, dictionary stan , metal vertical files, use of threephotocopy machines, auto-tut vial lab nearby.

1 - (3) 16mm projectors, 5 Dukanes, 6 videotape
cassette players, 3 taperecorders, 2 photocopiers, 2 VTR's, transparency and slide viewers.

1 - Photocopier,
micro Recordak, mimeograph, 16mm projector, 2 Kodakcarousels, slide projector.

1 - 8mm loop player, 8mm
projector-recorder, slide projector, slide sorter.

1 - Tape player, tape recorder, 2 slide viewers.

1 - Table and chairs, allowance fpr five more shelving units.
1 - 2,400 square feet of floor space.

1 - Photocopier,
tape player, no telephone or typewriter.

1 =,Photocopier in record room, audiovisual and tape players in classroom.
14No further information.

SERVICES
Chart IX

- Reference and ILL

- Orientation, research
services, tool utilization

- Reference, ILL,
Photocopying, study center,

1 - ILL, bibliographies, access to MEDLARS.

1 - ILL, photocopying.

1 - Bibliographies,
photocopying.

1 - Reprints of articles obtained_from NYS Medical Library.

1 - Aid in library use.

1 - In planning stages.

2 - None.
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CLASSIFICA ON OR ARRANGEMENT
hart X

2 - Library of Congress.

X- National Library of Medicine.

1 - Dewey. '

1 - Modified Dewey for nursing library with doctors' collection shelved
by subject.

1 - Broad,subject classification.

1 - Dewey, LC, and NLM with.vertical file classified by subject.

- 1 - Color Coding - in process of cataloging.

1 - Cataloged under title, author, subject and shelf.

1 - Arranged by form with plans for cataloging.

2 - Cataloged but with no indication of how.

1 - In planning stage.

LIST OF TOOLS (Most took this to mean card catalog.)
Chart XI

4 - Card catalogs.

4 - Card catalogs being developed or reorganized.

1-- Card catalog, Kardex, vertical file, bibliographic and reference
tools (not specified) .

1 - Card catalog (shelf list cards, author, title -and subject cards),
Abridged Index Medicus, Hospital Literatuie Index, access to MEDLARS.

1 - No comprehensive card catalog:

2 - Gave no information.

FUTURE PLANS,/
Chart XTT

Eight institutions made no mention of future plans. The balance

gave the following information:

1 - Librarian just hired January 1, 1975, and is in process of reorganizing
library.

(---
1 - Repainting, and when budget allows, adding lavatory facilities, work

area for library personnel, an office, and a listening room with booth

1 - Plans for expansion and cataloging.

1 - In planning stage.

1 -.May expand. Trying for resource grant from NLM.
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EVALUATION
by

Pauline M.
1-

46

Relations with the USOE were excellent in every way. All ques-

-tions posed by telephone were answered speedily and efficiently. Com-

munications governing aspects of the Institute and/or the grant were

sent expeditiously and clearly.

Relations with my own administration during the course of the

Institute: The-administration of SUNYA, as well as of. the School of

Library and Information Science,was extremely supportive. Every effort

was made to give the Institute Director assistance and advice as well

as excellent suggestions for handling things in an effective manner.

Regarding preinstitute preparations, the greatest problem en-

---
countered was that of not having as-much time as would have been d4=-/7-}

sirable for publicity and selection of participants. Although there

were more applicants than places available in the Institute, after

the final selection many more individuals wrote inquiring about the

Institute and this continued for several weeks after it had started.

Had publicity been sent out even further in advance then it was, some

of these individuals might have had an opportunity to be selected over

some of the individuals who actually were in the Institute. For ex-

ample, we had several institutions with two represenatiyes and one

With three. We could have restricted participants to a single one

from each institution and perhaps this might have had a greater impact

on the library community in general.

The Advisory Committee was extremely helpful in selecting and re-

' 'cruiting for the Institute.

Publicity brochures were developed by the Director with consider-
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able assistance from one of the SUNY-Albany departments with experience

in producing publications of this type. We received several compliments

cni our brochure, although retrospectively more detailed information

might have been placed in the initial brochure, lessening the need for

some follow-up correspondence.

The co-operation of the people selected to be faculty members was

_excellent. The procedure of notifying each one of his ox her responsi-

bilities in regard to information to be presented was dohe in enough

time, but there would have been less pressure on the staff had we been

able to do it earlier. This meant that while most aspects were covered
4114

in writing by letters, many points were discussed over the telephone.

One problem that arose was that two people who had originally been se-

lected to serve on the Advisory Committee were not able to make the

first meeting of this Committee and felt unable to serve. However, a

local, prominent medical librarian graciously consenteL to serve on this

Committee at the last minute and the Director was well pleased with the

suggestions, assistance and guidance provided by all members of this

Committee.

tPhysical facilities: The physical facilities of the University

and of the hospital libraries used for field trips were in the opinion

of the Institute Director, as well as the Institute participants and

the laculty lecturers, excellent.

A very ldrge room (measuring 573 square feet) was given to this

Institute one day a week. The Institute participants were afforded

the opportunity of using both the SLIS Library of some 20,000 volumes,

as well as the University Library of 825,000 volumes.

48
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A viewing studio to see the color video cassettes that were used

was made available on the schedule considered best for the learning

sit,a won of the Institute participants.

The MEDLARS terminal (of which the University Library has its own

terminal) was made available to the participants on the schedule that

was desirable. A separate classroom was also made available to the partic-

ipants on short-term notice for the viewing of slides ai the option of the

Institute faculty. In addition, the SLIS Media Lab was available for

audio-visual demontration. The SUNY Albany SLIS has excellent facil-

ities for conducting Institutes and these were utilized to the fullest

extent for this particular Institute.

Field trips to three different libraries were utilized as a demon-

sstration of well-run libraries. Sincp travel was a time consuming

% factor, all participants viewed only two of the three, but'a review\.
session was afforded them by the use of slides of the two libraries

,

visited by only one half the group. This was a change from the

original Iola% These were smaller libraries receiving less intensive

use than the library visited by all..

The slide presentation permitted a review of two libraries with

orientation for the participants who had not seen that library and

refresher for those who had. Retrospectively, this provided a much

better learning situation than would a visit to all three libraries.

All participants visited the Ellis Hospital Library in Schenectady,

with 466 beds. Half of the participants visited St. Peter's Hospital

Library in Albany, a library of 4200 volumes in a 420 bed hospital.

The other half visited Smaritan Hospital in Troy, a hospital of 323

beds. Here they'Visited two libraries: a medical library of about

4.9
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.0

2,500 volumes and a nursing library of about 2,000 volumes with many

audiovisuals and its own television studio. A special feature of

this library is a collection-Of dolls clotheAvin costumes depicting

the history of nursing and its key historiipt figures as well as the

different nursing uniforms during the history of SamaLtan Hospital

0
School of Nursing. (See selected photographs of libraries on pages

32-35.),

The effectiveness of this series of field trips was considered

very good from the point carview of the attitude of the participants

as expressed by their comments to the two graduate assistants who

drove them to and from the visits.

Practical and/or lab sessions were conducted by several Institute

faculty.

1 Participant communication with the Director and the staff during

the Institute was encouraged by means of an informal and friendly at-

. mosphere which is prevalent in the Schodl of Library and Information

Science
-:.

Although the Institute was scheduled to start at 10:00 a.m., many

of the participants arrived as early as 9:15. Coffee was provided and

the Director and two graduate assistants (Mrs. Margie O'Loughlin 'and

Miss Judith Dolce) as well as, on occasion, one of the other staff

assistants (Marilyn Fox, Alice Pazoga, and Diana Schwartzman) were

available for informal discussion as well as for assistance in the

use of library facilities and/or the, special Institute Library collec-

tion. It happened that all the participants chose to bring their

lunches and $o this afforded another opportunity for them to talk in-

formally with the Institute staff. The Institute Director usually had
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lunch at one of the University dining rooms with the faculty of the day.

A 15-minute coffee break was provided in the afternoon and both the

Director and the staff were available during coffee break as well as

at the end of the Institute day. Many of the participants chose that

time to speak about "confidential" matters with the Director.

The Director believes that an excellent rapport was built during

this period as evidenced by the fact that the participants planned a

surprise celebration luncheon for the final session. They invited the

Director to attend their luncheon and gave a gift to the graduate assistant

who had been assigned to attend the entire Institute with them for the

purpose of recording the various faculty lectures and discussions as

well as apprising the Director of any questions that did not seem to

have been answered or any problems that arose. On the last day, one of

the participants proposed that an "alumni" group be formed. This was

taken to be evidence of the excellent-feelings that were built up be-

tween the participants as well as evidence that they wished to keep a

tie to the Director and the Institution that she represents.

Use of New Materials

The Institute had its own library with multiple copies of materials

that the participants might wish to use. This was over and above the

materials that were available to them in the SLIS and the University

Libraries. This was done in order to encourage them to Use this

material by making it available in a very convenient manner. Assigned

readings from these materials were also specified by the faculty members.

A text was also assigned and distributed to all participants. This

was the Medical Library Association's "Handbook of Medical Library

Practice," 2nd edition, edited by Gertrude Annan and Jacqueline Felter.
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A videotape entitled "Welcome to Information Retrieval" produced

by the_SUNYA Library-was also utilitCd.

Two slide tape presentations on MEDLARS Capabilities and Limitations

and Medline in Context were used before the demonstration of the SONY-

medical communications network terminal.

Slides made specifically for our library visits were also used.

A slide tape presentation of the Healia--Science Library - A Service,

Not a Place was used by Helen Yast, speaking on the Develop-

ing Policies and Procedures.

Tentative arrangements have been made for a follow up. As a re-
,

sult of participants' request, the Director had agreed to send a news-

letter before Christmas of 1975, if each participant would submit in-

forniStion they wished to share with the group before Thanksgiving time.

Because the participants initiated the idea of working to remain a co-

hesive group, they were asked to notify the Director of any change of

address that might occur in the following year. It is planned to dis-

tribute a questionnaire at that time or, if possible, some (or all) of

the libraries in which they were based. We already know that several

of them will no longer be in their current library and these four are

considered to be in a "mobile" mode:

I) Two volunteers from the Veteran's Administration Hospital

Library expect to be discharged from out patient service

in the not too distant future;

2) A volunteer from Saratoga Springs will be moving to the

Albany area and has made inquiries of the Director re-

garding possible volunteer positions;

3) The house mother (who was assigned to work in the library
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part time) at one of the hospital centers received notifi-

cation that she would be terminated as of July 1, 1975.

This means that these four individuals might have to
be followed up in a different library location than the one
in which they were situated during the course of the Insti-
tute. Consideration is being given to following up the "old"
library as well as the new. Thetpurpose of this would be to
see whether the participants' atfendlafte in the Institute
allowed them to have a lasting influence on the library in
which they were located at the time of the Institute.

If this follow-up procedure is done in a detailed manner with sig-

nificant responses,, it would be written up for subsequent publication.

In any case, a follow-up report will be made to the Office of Education.

The evaluators, in compiling appropriate questionnaires for pre

and post testing, also prepared-follow-up questionnaires to be answered

by the participants' supervisors-as well as the libraries that the

participantS had identified as being used for interlibrary loan pur-

poses. This questionnaire was sent and 'analyzed to form a base line

of the participants' behavior at the end of the Institute. /

It is planned to send the same questionnaire to the interlibrary

loan source libraries again in March, 1976 (9 months after the comple-

tion of the Institute) in order to determine whether any additional

development on the part of the participants has been experienced. (This

represents a compromise With the evaluators' suggestion that a six-month

and a, twelve-month follow-up be done.)

One of the major strengths of`the Institute was the high level of

staff: Advisory Committee, evaluators, faculty and support staff.

The various groups worke\ed well together and the range of ides offere

by them enabled us to-present a higher quality Institute.

No major problems were encountered in the course of the Institute.

The only problems were minor procedural ones which presented no diffi-

culties. 5



Among the suggestions contributed by the participants in their

final evaluation form was the suggestion that in lieu of having a

question and answer period at the beginning of each day that we might

hove given a short quiz to be graded and then discussed, as a mechariism ,

of review.

I believe that if I were to do an Institute again I would test

this methodology an it proved more successful, this might possibly

_provide a more reinforcing way of teaching content.

'Another different mechanism that I might possibly employ in

another Institute would be #o distribute an evaluation form after the

third or fifth session (ins,iead of only at the end) in order to get

feedback from the partici nts that might be incorporated into the

later part of the Institu e. Of course, there is no guarantee that

had this mettrod been followed during this Institute that the same qual-

ity suggestions we garnered at the end of the Institute might have been

forthcoming at an earlier evaluation. If I were to use the earlier

evaluation, I would still repeat the evaluation at the end of the

Institute.

In response to question 19(e) (relativeto changes in regar& to

optimum number of participants and one versus more than one from each

institution) I would make the following comments:

1) Optimum number of participants for the level and accomplish-

ments that were intended for this Institute is a range of

15 to 20. More than 20 would not permit_ the individual atten-

tion to the participant's questions and problems that could

be given to 20. In fact, two students had already dropped

out when the tours were scheduled. Even though the group was
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to,

.4 split in two (for a total of 9 persons), on a field trip in

A
one 'of the library visits, it was noted that this was the \'

.

largest group that could conveniently be toured'through tha

library. Less than 15 would probably not have provided "the

;1rVr'' interchange of ideas among the participants that was a stimu-.

lating factor.' 0

2) One individual, versus more than one, from each installation.
, ,

i

Although we did have more than one participant from several

installations,, the top number was three from the Veterans Ad-

ministration Hospital Library, but these were all volunteers.

Because of the variety of outlook, philosophy, background, and

education we cannot really say that a single representative of

an institution would have been able to bring back to that in-

stitution-the range o i formation and experience that we be-
.

lieve more were able to er. Restricting the participants to

only one from each installation could have been done, but this

would have been a compromise that we would have been reluctant

tp apply in selection of participants. I would'be reluctant
bet

to try to determine which of the participants gained the most

from the Institute because, in the opinion of the staff and

Many faculty members as well as of the evaluators, each partici-

\ pant gained a great deal according to their individual needs.

One of the advantages of having more than one from the

r---same installation gave them the opportunity of discussing

additional points that may;have come up at the Institute among

themselves. This also applied tii) the two individuals from

lied institutions (Drug Abuse Control Institutions) who
I

treelled together.
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Beginning dates - The dates of the Institute and the mode of con-

ducting it(i.e., one meeting:weeklv foi% 10 weeks with a two weet vaca-

tion break) was ideal. The timing was good because the Institute

started later, than the school semester which meant that 014-zervices

were geared up and running at an optimum level. It happened, by chance,

that each Wednesday was excelleneweather-wise, presenting no problems

on having to travel in rain or snow. retimum number of sessions

was 10. This would have been the same o-week session but these

participants needed the extra time between sions to think through

and implement in their libraries the thi gs hat they had learned in
o

the previous session. From point of view of the staff, the weekly

meetings were also ideal because we had the opportunity to implement

cwt
more leisurely any ideas and suggestions presented from one week to the

next, whereas if the Institute had been conducted daily, there would not

have bed the time to obtain additional materials, change plans, order

supplies that had not been previously considered, etc:

Distribution of time - Time in the classroom as oppqsed to time in

workshops on field trips was ideally set up 'according to the evaluation

of one of the participant's quoted in the evaluators report. This

participant stated that "The Institute has been practically organized.

Each session led logically and progressively into the next."

The impact of the Institute on the regular academic program of the

School of Library and Information Science provided a greater awareness

of the problems of small libraries as they were perceived and reported

by the graduate assistants working in the Institute who were full-time...,

-students in the library school. They brought to their class sessions

(one of which was taught by the Director of the Institute) their. per-

rrs
ti t)
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caption of problems in the "real world." They reported their observa-

tions to thei-r cla.:srates in a more authoritative manner. Further

impact was the o-rortunity many cf the students in the school to

meet the faculty memters of the Institute, all of whom are outstanding

health.science librarians, many of whom had published papers that were

known to the library school students and had already been read by

these stuaents in the course of their class preparations.
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May 1975

TO: Dr. Pauline Vaillancourt, Institute Director

FROM: Marion Vcdder EYnd John Timour, Institute Evaluators

RE: USOEInstitute on Training Personnel for Health Care Facility
Libraries

This joint report on the evaluation of the recently concluded
Training Institute is for your use either as part of your overall
report, or for incorporation into that report.

Evaluation Methodology

Four separate modalities were chosen as evaluation instruments.
Three of these, one in two parts, have been concluded and their
results are described below. The fourth remains to be done subject
to time, budget and staff resources. It would be a six-month or

'twelve-month (or both) survey of the trainees subseqsent to the
end of the Institute and their return to practice,p-L4.

The three completed evaluations consisted of a pre-test of twenty
five questions on small medical librarianship, the Institute
Director's and faculty appraisals of the trainees during the course
of the Institute, and finally a two-part post-test. Included in
the appendix are copies of the pre-and post-Institute questionnaires
used.

The pre-Institute questionnaire was culled from a combination of
similar questionnaires used in analagous situations,'Institute
faculty suggestions, and from our own experience with trainees
with similar characteristics and babkgrounds with whom we had
worked over many years.

Evaluation Results,

Pre-test performance was understandly poor. On a scale of 100, the
median score was 31 and the mean 36 with the range from 0 to 55.

The post-Institute questionnaire was constructed from faculty generated
questions which were edited for appropriateness and internal consistency,
i.e., one and only one correct answer rather than several. Four'
questions from the.pre-test were also used on the post-test. Two
of these had been answered by no one in the'pre-test, one had been
answered correctly by a third of the trainees, and one had been
answered correctly by two-thirds of the trainees.
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Again, on a scale of 100, the post-test median and the mean were 70
with the range from 52 to 88. Thus, not only did the group demonstrate
an almost doubling of their knowledge about medical librarianship,but the lowest score was almost exactly what had been the highest
score on the pre-test.

The second half of the post-Institute questionnaire consisted of
a trainee subjective evaluation of the Institute both overall andcf each discrete program presentation. On a scale of Excellent
to'Poor, half rated the Institute Excellent and half rated it Good.
No one rated it either Fair or Poor.

One third more suggested presentations which gave the most information
than remarked on presentations which gave the least, and twice asmany listed presentations they enjoyed than listed those they liked
least. In fact, several responded that they enjoyed all the presentations.

Underscoring the trainees' general satisfaction with the Institute
was the result of a "forced choice" ranking of each of the eleven
presentations. The theoretical range for these forcgd choices (from
fifteen who replied to the questionnaire) would be from 15 (all
rating a section"1") to 165 (all rating a presentation "11"). .The
theoretical median would then be 90 (15 times the sixth rankedscore). The actual range was from 67 to 110 indicating a more
heterogenous ranking of each presentation with the actual median,
87--quite close to the theoretical median.

This tighter clustering of rankings about the median indicate general
consensus that all presentations were viewed positively since no onesession was consistently ranked at either extreme.

To the question as to which aspect(s) of the Institute trainees
expected to utilize the consensus was "all" or everything. The
three who replied to what might have been omitted from the Institute
content suggested "something about relationships between medical
and general libraries" (two responses), and "general library
furnishings purchase suggestions".

The consensus of "Other comments" ranged from euphoria about the
Institute to offerings of gratefulness for having been includedas a trainee. No negative comments were made.

Care was taken in both pre and post tests to incorporate questionsin each of the ten general subject areas.

Two other ideas were garnered from their (the students) comments
and evaluation of the Institute:

1. All students thought the instructors game theca' valuable
information which they could use. At leagt one member,
however, wished that there had been more local input and`w

information presented - presumably more about area wide
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cooperation and the NYSILL program. When Ursula Poland
came in on May 14 (after these responses had been recorded)
there was tremendous interest, both for continuing meetings
and for getting help with grant applications.

2. Tile evaluators think that satisfaction can be taken from a
student saying "The Institute has been beautifully organized.
Each sessi-n lead logically and progressively into the next."

Another favorable comment was that group participation was a high
point and that nearly all instructors gave an opportunity for it.

Some comments on the Institute as observed:

The instructors selected were authoritative, respected and liked
by the students.

Subject coverage and timing were good. Weekly sessions spread over
two plus months were more effective than a concentrated two week
Institute. Spacing gave the students time to absorb new concepts
and information and even to apply some of them in their institutions.
Along the way the students gained a good reporte among themselves
and the staff.

The summary of each session by a top-flight graduate student working
on the Institute Staff was good: good for her, good for the Director,
good lforuture publicity and thence of help to the Institute students.

1

(At this
t

point perhaps Pauline could add her evaluation of how students
reacted during the course of the Institute. Particular attention
should be given to their attendance records and final "party". Not
insignificant is the action by the trainee who had a heart attack
but still felt so strongly motivated that she notified the Institute
-about her failure to attend the last session, perhaps or probably
at the expense of notifying others who might have been similarly
affected by her hospitalization.)

It would be very desirable to conduct a post-Institute survey of the
trainees not only concerning their actual on-the-job performance,
but of their residual feelings about the Institute and their fellow
trainees.

In summary, it is our opinion that the Institute not only achieved
its objectives, but did so in a-resoundingly successful manner.
The contrast between pre and post Institute questionnaires can only
partially convey the gain in knowledge and understate the enthusiasm
and esprit de corps which we saw demonstrated at the final session.
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY

1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, N.Y. 12222

School of Library and Information Science

Dear Applicant:

Enclosed is the application for the INSTITUTE ON HEALTH CARE LIBRARIES:
TRAINING OF PERSONNEL which you requested.

The Institute is intended for untrained persons who currently are
working in, or planning for, a colledtion in a health care facility.
They may be, but are not restricted to, secretaries, medical records
managers or volunteers,.

The Institute will be held in the School of Library and Information
Science on Wednesdays .from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. from February 26,
1975 to March 19, 1975 and April 9, 1975 to May 14, 1975.

Please return the application as soon as possible; but in any case,
by January 31, 1975. In case of equal qualification, priority will
be given to the earlier applications.

PMV:flif
Enclosure

Sincerely yours,.i. I -1,41,,,
Pauline M. Vaillancourt
Institute Director
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APPLICATION

for
INSTITUTE ON HEALTH CAR LIBRARIES: TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

;t

NAME HOME PHONE (AREA)

HOME ADDRESS
r

NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS

POSITION

BUSINESS ADDRESS BUSINESS PHONE

NAME AND TITLE.OF SUPERVISOR

PLEASE CHECK:

Volunteer [ ] hours a week

Part time employee-library only I I hours a week

Full time employee-library only [ hours a week

Part time employee-library and other [ hours in library

Specify other:

Full time employee -11grary and other [ ] hours in library

Specify other:

AMOUNT OF FORMAL LIBRARY TRAINING:

None Bachelor Library Science ]

Library Technician [ ]

HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THIS INSTITUTE:

Master Library Science

62
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HOW :1_,NG HAVE YOU BEEN WORKING IN YOUR LIBRARY?

DOES THE LIBRARY HAVE ITS OWN TELEPHONE?

DOES THE L:3 7,2,PY H.:7E ITS OWN TYPEWRITER?

YES [ I NO [ -

YES [ ] NO [

Describe your library (include number of voluies, if known; number of

current journal subscriptions; total annual budget, if known; size of staff

counting volunteers; services offered as, for example, do you look up

articles for users? Do you borrow books and/or journal articles from others?

Do you have any equipment in your library such as a photocopy machine or a

tape player, or other? Is your lection 17!!W.2 . Is it organized in

some other way? Do you have a card cata og? Do ou have a pamphlet collection?)

DATE

If your library is in the plann , tell us as much as you can about

estimated date of operation. (Use the above as a guideline.)

USE REVERSE SIDE IF NEEDED.

SIGNATURE'
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY

1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, N.Y. 12222

School of library and Informano'n Science

63

It gives me great pleasure to inform you that you have been
selected to be a participant in the Office of Education
funded Inostitute on Health Care Libraries: Training of
Personnel.

As yop already know; this Institute will be held on
Wedgetdays, starting on February 26. The 'se ions will
start at 10:00 a.m. and will be h- :oom B76 of the
School of Library and In on Science...- The location of
the School is indicated by a red cross on the enclosed map.

You will have one hour for lunch. You may bring,your lunch
and obtain tea, coffee aria7or softd,- ks in the Library
School lounge. There are vending machin- a cafeteria
and the Patroon Room available to you in t mpus Center.

The sessions 44111 end at 4 p.m. but the UniTiersity's
facilities, including the main library, will be open for
use until midni-Fh-tw-and the Library School Library, which
is open until 10 p.m. You will have a courtesy card enabling
you to borrow circulating books.

If you have any questions, feel free to write to me or to
call (518) 457-8576.

We are sending you, under separate cover, a copy of the
"Handbook on Medical Library Practtce" which was purchased
for you. Please read Chapter I pages 1-15 BEFORE COMING TO
THE FIRST SESSION.

Congratulations on being seleq,ted. I am looking forward to
seeing you on February 26.

I

PMV:mf
Enos map

Sincerely yours,

(Dr.) Pauline M. Vatllancou
Institute Director
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AGENDA FOR ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 5

THE INSTITUTE OF HEALTH CARE LIBRARIES:

TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

I. Selection of applicants.

II. Decision on follow up.

III. A. Review of course outline with assignments of faculty.

B. Review of materials to be distributed to participants.

C. Suggestion for any other materials for participants. '`S

IV. Evaluation procedures.
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ANALYSIS pP RESPOMES TO

nisTrruz r,z3..axeloss

We eze indicating the respog to 'tile questione' that were
distributed, inclu.ding multiple anstierrt!J,-

1. DO 110U CONSID.T.Z: YOUR PRESENT P0:4:TION AS BEINg.:

Five ,pc.>rticipants checked. tuo

6 - Professional
5 - Technical
6 -,CIerioal

t',

1 - Administrative
7.- Others:

1 All of thd above
2 - Parep;ole,ssional.

4 -

2. DO YOU EXPECT YOUR POSVITO" TO MANGE:

10 - Y6S, tiith heln,from this Institute Treogram

2,- Yes, regardless oE t e Institute program
7 -No

3. ApE YOU PRZMAP2FIX INTERESTED
,4*

Three ilrticigants ab
Tex 4' CeUSea

is ima2Nir

4Adaffeee

two 4'
CatepICI3ing, Classification),

) .

s Supervi ;on)

4 - Ptblic sorvice SlYt

0 - Library Ain (Budget preparation,
14 - A/1 c' the above k

/

4. WHAT SPECIFIC Pu.sLaus EXpFCT TO LESOT.itrnW3,
TIth

"""

T=E-IuGH YOUR PAMICIpLTION

4ade no qommspi,t,t---

as .

1 - A' ifetter art v dge' of Library Sdieficit

It More professional .
1 - Pmblems of pluming A opozat.Ing a wallp to do a good job

more far.,'Anr 1.11.t4 Em:acii.tht in mss- ieria-NIA4 classiftuation

- 4 :.'n wore a wt. librari'0414.

1 --tilef..115rd vocation o.A.Foset. lio0i01salate i nterest & at the
same tiro fal 'Into :bat;kgroiuy,14a income desires

,

Cat.ilOging; refereiee & bly,'!get prW.rations
11- Lack of qkiedge _a experioncej in nter.13.ibrary loan, indexes;

1147-' oging, ref rdaga voryV
1,:r) How' to e 0,ouit-ot4V,,Ws far ,lXbrary a still be able,

to OP an ar:1::14*i. ee9,4 liibtawy-a provide. all ossible
a able serviOes::%-.0 ,twvacixava

mow/edge
Eon .s far. g

,9 better

periddical's

Xhrax7y work in order complete

//7-14 'for Fodsral Eimas
of available information -ca log book/
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INSTITUTE Oil HEALTH CARE LIBRARIES:

, TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

FEBRUARY 26, 1975 Name

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. A shelf-list is primaiily useful for

( )

( ) books
( ) Insurance

) Identifying holdings of specific authors
) Reference work

nventor 5'

. A listing of New York State documents can be obtained from

Regional Medical Library
State Library
State University of New York
Office of General Service

The recommended percentage of,materiale budget tb be spept an serials is

( ) 40-0%
( ) 85r955%
( ) 70-80%
( ) 30-40% --

4. Types ofpaterial8 best storeciin a vertical file include

( ) Pamphlets
( ) Author reprints
( ) plographrdal material
( ) 'Library purl ase orders

) NLM Li re Searches
( ) Video ca ettes

. Records and reports are useful for

Public relations
JCAH visitations
Comparisons with`prior periods
Budget and task analyses
All of the above

\
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6. Special arrangements for procuring MI,F, publications periodically appear in

( ) FLA News
( ) /17,s

( ) Cu2J.s.-mt Catalog
( ) Currr-nt Lint of Medical Literature

7, In most health science libraries, the majoi budget Item is for

( ) Books
( ) Journals
( ) .Salary
( ) Supplies

8. The Network for Continuing Medical Education (NCME) produces:

( ) Bi-monthly audio tapes
( ) Semi-monthly video cassettes
( ) Weekly newsletter
( ) Monthly abstracts of national conferAnces

C-

9. The following data bases are available from MLM-SUNY terminals

( ) MEDLINE
( ) TOXLINE
( ) CATLINE
( ) JIBLiNE
( ) BIBLINE
( ) SDLINE

10. Which of the following are essential for a vertical file (VF)

( ) Discarding all material annuallyf
( ) Organized by subject'
( ) Organized by author or source
( ) Discarding material'one year after receipt
( Dating all material before filing

,( ) Providing references from card catalog to VF

11. The primary source for 'Published Federal Government documents, is

( ) Current Catalog,
( ) EaratILS=112a
( ) Current List of Medical Literature
( ) Biological Abstracts

1 :The National Biomedical Communications Network is

) Non-existent as yet
( Hierarchical

) Called "MEDLINE" for shirt
( ) Became operational in 1974

t.
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13. Ore half of all the publications requested in medical libraries
rye leza than:

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

One year old.
NOyears old.
Five years old.
None of the above. 4

14. When an article is published in a major United States medical journal,
a citation to it will most probably appear in Index Medicus within:

( ) One month of its publication.
( ) Three weeks of its publicati
( ) Three months of its publication,

y Two months of its publication.
( ) Six months of its publication.
( ) One year of ifs -publication.

15. Match each item on the left with the correct item from the list on
the right:

Can be defined as apublication of
less than 50 pages.

( ) Books a.

( ) Periodicals
b.

( ) Pamphlets

( ) Reference material
c.

( ) Reserve material

( ) Procedures Manual

d.

4 e.

f.

g.

A group of books always available
for consultation kept in a designated
locatioh in the library.

Maintiained as a "refresher" for
seldom performed tasks and as a
reference to consult when in doubt-
as to what to pegForm, how,' and when.

Should be arranged on the shelves by
title.

A group of, books gathered together
in a special location for the use of
a special group. (Usually found in a*
teaching hospital).

Should be arranged on the shelves by
subject.

The means by which a library keeps
track of where library materials are
when they are not in the library.
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16.7n -hi ch of the following can one find references to books?

( ) Hospital Litcinture Index
..

( ) Yedir.vs

( ) Excerpta Eedica

(
Abridged Index Medicus

(
Current Catalog

( ) International Nursing Index,...

17. The primary value of a card catalog in a small library is:

( ) To arrange the books on the shelves by subject to

facilitate browsing,

) To enable the librarian to take an annual inventory.

( ) To serve as an index to a growing collection of

books and materials.

( To arrange the catalog entries in alphabetical order,

71

18, The chief function of a book selection policy is to obtain

( ) knowledge of the hospital's educational and research programs.

( ) a guideline for disposition of unneeded books and journals.

( ) a set of principles to guide the develbpment of a collection.

( ) an outlink of the.types of materials to be in the library.

19, Interlibrary loans are defined as:

( ) Lending transactions by which library marterials are lent by

one libraryto another for.the use of an individual borrower,

( ) Lending transactions by which library mate is are supplied

in photocopy for the use of an individual bo ower.

( ) - Lending transactions made by a library's circulation

department which do not require borrowers to present a

library card,

Lending transactions of reserved books, made by a library's

circulation department, for a limited period of time,

72
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20. Check the information you would find on a journal check-in card.

(

(

(

)

)

)

Journal title
Subscriptton agent
Publisher

( )

( )

( )

( ) Size of journal
( ) Price
( ) Frequency
( ) Number of pages in the issue
( ) Bound or unbound
( ) Date received
( ) Title page and Index

72

Binding information
Holdinzs of backfIlL
Issues Ino::n to be
missing for last
few years

To find a short summary of an article you would look in

( ) Index Medicus
( ) an abstracting publication
( ) a review article
( ) Current Contents

21. Please check the statements below which are true of a MEDLINE search,

( ) A MEDLINE search is always faster thari a manual search.

( ) A MEDLINE search terminal is available at-several medical
school locations in New England.

( ) A MEDLINE search produces a bibliography by coordinating
two or more concepts.

( ) A MEDLINE search is structured to meet the needs of the
individual requester.

22. Index Medicus and MeSH are useful tools. For those statements below
which pertain to Index Medicus indicate this by entering IM, for

MeSh enter and if the statement is true of both tools, enter B

Look for the reference to an article no sooner than thr

months after publication.

Examine a page carefully making sure you read the small
print to avoid missing cross references.

Exhaust all of the most specific terms available before
proceeding to a more general one.

Make sure that your reference has been fully verified in
the author section.

Use the subject approach beginning with the latest cumulated
issue for best results.

Use the catagorized lists when you need a classified
arrangement of terms.

Look for the subheadings under a term wtten you need a

narrow approach to a topic.
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23. Which of the following is not a major bibliographic verification toct1:2-.

( ) Medical Books in Print.
( ) International Nursing Index. ,4

( ) National Library of Medicine Current CAtalog.
( ) Handbook of Medical Library Practice.

24. The ALA form used for interlibrary loans is available from:

( ) The American Library Association only.
( ) Library supply houses.
( ) Journal subscription dealers.
( ) The National Library of Medicine.

25. The Regional Medical Library program:

4( ) Publishes a major portion of the medicarliterature.
( ) Sponsors most medical library internships,
( ) Provides most medical journal subscriptions to libraries.

( ) Supports biomedical material requests.
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LIST OF MATERIALS DISTRIBUAll

(Reprints, pamphlets, excerpts fxom books, sample pages and forms)

At:
ADMINISTRATOR'S COLLECTION 1974: A COLLECTION OF SIGNIFICANT LITERATI

OF THE 70's FOR THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFFS OF BEAM CARE INS
Chicago, American Health Congress, 1974.

Allyn, Richard) "A Library for Internists," ANNALS OF INTERNAL IFICINE,
79: 293-322, Sept. 1973.

Annan, Gertrude L. and Felter, Jacqueline W., edst, HANDBOOK OF MEDICAL
LIBRARY PRACTICE, 3rd ed., Chicago, Medical Library Association,
1970 (Paperbabk reprint, 1973).

This was purchased and distributed as a textbook. NO COPY ENCLOSED.

'4. "Biomedical Fefcrence Works:'A Selected Bibliography," compiled by
Ruth Peabody;-Albany, State University of New York at Albany
University Libraries, 1975.

Brandon, Alfred N., "Selected List of Books and Journals for the Small

Medical Libra ," BULLETIN OF THE MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, 63:
149-172, Apri 1975.

Since this was not yet published, the author photocopied his page
proofs (with corrections) and distributed these.

Brown, Sarah C., and Moore, Erdeal, 500 SELECTED PERIODICALS FOR THE
MEDICAL LIBRARIAN, Tenafly, N.J., Ebsco Subscription Services, 1974.

Bruette, Vernon R. and Clyde, Donald C., INTERLIBRARY LOAN MANUAL FOR
MEDICAL LIBRARIES IN NEW YORK STATE AND NORTHERN NEW JERSEY)
New York, New York-and Northern New Jersey Regional Medical Library,
1973.

Duncan, Howertine Farrell, "Selected Reference Aids for Small Medical
Libraries," BULLETIN OF,TUE.MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, 58: 134-
158, Apri1,1970.

"How to Order Publications" and "General Information,".excerpts from
the MONTHLY CATALOG, Washington, Government Printing Office;

Hungerford, Anthos Farah, "U.S. Government Publications Acquisition
-Procedures for the Sma4 Special Library," SPECIAL LIBRARIES, 65:
22-25, January, 1974.

"JCAH Library Standards," MLA NEWS, No. 62: 7-9, January, 1975.

National Medical Audiovisual CeAter, CATALOGING NON-PRINT AT NMAC: A
GUIDE FOR THE,MEDICAL LIBRARIAN) Atlanta, Georgia, National Medical
Audiovisual Center, 1974.

National Medical Audiovisual Centers PR:DER FOR MEDIA RESOURCES
LIBRARIANS) Atlanta, Georgia: National Medical Audiovisual Center

1973. 7 5-
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"Putlications," NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE NEWS, No. 11, Supplement,
Nov. 1974 (Rev. Jan. 1975). rpr

Sh.ieloGrald R., and Burke, J. Gordon, BUDGETING FOR ACCOUNTABILITY
L=IF.S: A S17,1-CTION OE READINGS, Metuchin, N.J., Scarecrow

"Source List of Medical and Biological Slides," 2 pp.; "Source List of
Medical Videotapes," 2 pp.; "Multi-Media Packaging Distributors,"
1 p.; "Audiovisual Materials Preview Form,!'1 p.

Sterns, Norman S., Blcomquist, Harold, and Ratcliff, Wendy W. "The
Hospital Library," HOSPITALS, Part I vol. 44, 55-59, March 1, 1970;
Part II vol. '44, 88-90, March 16, 1970.

ST. PETER'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL STAFF LIBRARY, Albany, A. Peter's' Hospital,
1975. (brochure)

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, HINTS FOR INDEX MEDICUS
USERS; Washington, D.C., National Library of Medicine, ND.

West, Kelly M., Wender, Ruth W., and May, Ruby S., "Books in Clinical
Practice 1971-1975: A Selected and Annotated List for Medical
Practitioners, 'Indexed by Subjedpstind Author,-" POSIMADUATE`
MEDICINE, 56: 60-81, December 1974.

Yast, Helen T.;"90 Recommended Journals for the .ospital's Health
Science Library," HOSPITALS; 41: 59-62, July 1967.

The following sample forms were provided by the various lecturers (they
are listed by topic covered):

Budgeting:

Order form for serials or books.
Report for circulation and holdings.

Cataloging and Classification:
Parts of the- card

Example of cataloging in print
National Library of Medicine Classification

GPO:
Deposit Order Blank for GPO
Claim form for NIM publication

Medlars Search:
How to read Medlars printout
Sample search
Form for requesting search

Serials:
Binder's slip
Sample claim letter
Different types of check in cards
Request for locations of titles
'Claim notice from Faxon,Co.
Claim notice from Walter J. Johns9n, Inc.

It
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Reference:
Questions which were given to the partiCipants during session
on reference. These were answered using tooift.discussed earlier
in the session.
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INSTITUTE ON HEALTH C LIBRARIES:

TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

MAY 14, 1975

POST QUESTIONNAIRE

Name

NOTE: ONLY ONE ANSWER IS CORRECT FOR EACH /QUESTION. BE SURE TO READ THROUGH

THE POSSIBLE ANSWERS BEFORE MAKING YOUR DECISION

1. At the top of the Regional Medical Librarytararchy is

the medical school library
VIM-
the hospital library
hospital consortia

. The first reference book to consult when planning audiovisual hardware
budgets is:

( ) AMA Medical/Surgical Motion Pictures catalog

) Audiovisual Marketplace

) Audiovisual Equipment Directory

) Primer for Media Resources Librarians

To maintain a well-balanced collection for your, stitution's library,
which of\the following should be responsible

( ) \The Administrator of the titution

( ) Tt Chief of the Medic Staff

( ) The ibrarian

( ) The Li nary Comm ee

avoid substituti
4. n ordering equipment o get the most value for money available and

is important that you:

( )

o

( )
( )

submit request tQ the head administrator.
consult with a reputable vendor before you-order.
ask the business office to check local vendors to obtain
inrormation on the least expensive equipment.
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5. Records and reports. e useful for

(
Public relation

( )
JCAH visitations

( )
Comparisons with prior :-rinds

( )
Budget and task analyses

( ) All of the above

ogtng information for a book, one ould consult

index Medic_ us

NI1 News
Current Catalog
Medical Books in Print

Current Contents.

The code to follow for Interlibrary

(' ) MIA Code

( )
NLM Code

( ) SLA Code

(
Code

is:

To find a short s H.ary of an ar you would look

tracting publication

review article
Current Contents

Which one of the following generally will not answer your request for

"free" materials.(solicitations).

Local Tuberculosis Association

State Congressman
Local Community Assemblyman

Government Printing Office
Local American Heart Association

92

10. In cataloging audiovisual software according to the National Medical

Audiovisual Center (NMAC) rules, select the following as the main entry:

producer
title
credit
format

11. Interlibrary Loan requests should be verified by:

the requestor
the lending library
the b rowing library
doesn have to be verified
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12. The main function of a good Library Committee is to:

( )
( )

( )
( )

93

Select all Books and Journals for the Library
Advise the Librarian and the Administration on questions of
Library Policies and Problems
Supervise the Librarian
Advise the Administrator on How Well the Library is Functioning

13. The National Biomedical CoMmunications Network is

( ) Non-existent as yet

( ) Hierarchical

( ) Called "MEDLINE" for short

( ) Became operational in 1974

14. Which of the following is not a major bibliographic verification tool?

( ) Medical Books in Print.

( ) Internatio al Nursing Index.

( ) National Library of Medicine Current Catalog.

( )
Handbook of Medical Library Practice.

15. The chief function of a book selection policy is to obtain,

knowledge of the hospital's educational and research programs.
a guideline for disposition of unneeded books and journals).
a.set of princtples to guide the development of a collection,.
an outline of the types of materials to be in the library.

is a controlled vocabulary
is used by indexers

( ) is published as part of Index Medicus

( ) can be used in cataloging

( )
all o these

17. When a group of libraries get together for the purpose of sharing
materials, etc., it is called:

a network
a consortia
A regional library
an association

18. The primary function of Reference service is:

( )
to prepare bibliographies for those who request them.

( )
to give orientation tours and instruction in use of the library.

( ) to'assist readers in their search for information.

( )
to fill interlibrary loan requests ftipT -books and journals.

-4,
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19. Check the item below that is most pertinent in developing your journal

collection::

)
the number of journal articles you can borrow on Interlibrary

Loan.
The actual demand for and use of particular journaltitles

-t44gur library.

( )
Sou titles your subscription agent can offer high

discounts on.----,

20. Program Budgeting requires that priority should be placed on:

( )
preparation of detailed equipment an aterials budget with

justification
the formulation and adoptionof a plan of activities and

programs for a stated time period.

( ) an extensive survey of programs available in your area //

21. Cataloging in Publication data includes

( ) main entry

( ) classification numbers

( )
subject headings

( ) title

( )
all of these

22. MEDLARS indexes articles fm:

'( )

( )

( )

( 7

All medical journals
Only the highest quality journals covering the field of

biomedicine. .

All published journals, providing the article relates to

biomedicine.
tAselected group of 2,300 journals in the field -of biomedicine

141

3. Which of the following pertain to the Vertical File:

kept i steel drawers with bubject labels

arraged in manila envelopes by subject
contidered ephemeral material 4

of short-time importance
all of the above

24. Circulation systems should be:

automated

elaborate
tailored to size of circulation

25. The Regional Medical Library program:

( )
Publishes a major portion of the medical literature.

( )
Sponsors most medical library internships.

( ) Prpides most medical journal subscriptions to libraries.

( )
SOpports biomedical material requests.

81
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PARTIOiPANT EVALUATION FORM

- 5-

Please complete,:afi appropriate responses -

A. My overall reaction to the Institute is: Excellent 'Good

fair Poor

B. Which presentation of the Institute gave you the most new information?

C. Which presentation gavel least new information?

D. Which part ?f the Institute did you enjoy most?

E. Which part of the Institute did you enjoy_ least?.

95

F. In terms of presentation, please rank the sessions from high (1) to low (11):

Introduction (2/26) Book Selection (3/5) Journal Selection (3/5)

Classification and Cataloging (3/12) Serials Management, Vertical File,

0

GPO (3/19) Reference (4/9) Interlibrary Loan. /Circulation (4/16)

AV Material (4/30) Field Trips (4/23, 4/30)Computer Demo (4/23).

Library Budget and Accounting (5/7)

G. What aspect(s) of this Institute do you think you will put into use, or have

put to use, as a result of your attendance?

H. What, if anything, did you expect to be covered which was omitted?

I. Other comments:
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Que7tion 14ronq
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Name and Rstitutional
Addrt.-:s 41

ROSTER OF PARTICIPANTS

Anth.Dcy, Sir.tcr Li.brrianr
St. Mary's r -pital
Ainster&m, Ny 12010

Antone)ai, Fusan
Medical Librarye"--
North-Adams Regional Hospital
North AdanspoMA 01247

Cassidy, Mary, NCO

Ridgehill Rehabilitation Ctr.
Yonkers, NY 10610

Cooperman, Sherry A.
Areawide & Local Planning for

Health Action, Inc,
Syracuse, NY 13503

Evan's, John

-VA-Hosital-,,Albany, NY 402,

# of
Tspendents

Harms, William C.

Woodbourne Rehabilitation Ctr.
Woodbourne, NY 12788

Herman, Faith E.
.

Hudson River Psychiatric Ctr.
Poughkeepsie, NY-. -12601

Jones, Irene

Bender Laboratory-Albany, NY 12208

LeMire, Darlene S.
Medical Library
North Adams Regional Hospital
North Adams, MA 01244

March, Jean,

School, of Nursing' Library
'.' Columbia Memorial Hospital

Hudson, NY 1 34

Mattice, Kathryn M.
Community Hospital o
Cobleskill, NY 12043

Neary, Jean, A.R.T.
Herkimer Memorial Hospithl-Herisimer,

13350

Oguri, Alicia
Saratoga Hospital- Saratoga Springs, NY'

4
12866, .

Schoharie Co.

0

.4

0

3.

0

NY

84'

98

Home Address

St. gary's Hoipital
421 Park Ave.
Amsterdam, NY 12010

37 South Street
North Adams, MA 01247

589 Wolcott Avenue
Beacon, NY 12508

1301 East Genesee St.
Apt. B-1

0

Syracuse, NY 13210

161 Circular Street -

Saratoga Springs,' NY 12&

State Road

Grahansville, NY 12740

Apt. B-3
363 So. Rd., Beechwood Sc
Poughkeepsie, NY . 12601

Box 165

Round Lake, NY, 12151

19 Gallup Street
North Adams, MA 01247

R.D. #2
Hudson, NY 12534

14 Park Place

Cobleskili, NY 12043

411'North Caroline Street
Herkimer, NY 13350

55 Warren Street

Saratoga Springs, NY 12e)



N7me and Institutional of
lddrss Dependents

Riley, Vincent 0
VA Hospital, Albany, NY 12202

Ryan, Joan

Harlem Valley Psychiatric Ctr.
School of Nursi
Wingdale, NY 1 94

Salimeno, Pasquale E., NCO
Ridgehill Rehab. Ctr. -Yonk- s

10
Tuttle, Irma S.

. -, Masonic Medical Research Lab.
VY 13503

Walker, Katherine E.
Saratoga Hospital
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

NY

0

3

The following started in the Insti

DeJesus,,Daisy
Manhattan Rehabilitation Ctr.
New York,, NY

Ms.,DeJesus was suspended from her
March 5.

Tario, Kerry Mr.

VA Hospital-Albany, NY 12202
Terminated March

0

position

0

t.

Home Address

A

99.

1343 3rd Avenue
Watervliet, NY' 12189

Station A
Harlem Valley Psychiatric

Center
School of Nursing
Wingdale, NY 1259

30 Monarch Drive
Newburgh, NY 12550

Eckh Road
Sauquoit, 13456

29 Madison Avenue
g5 Saratoga Springs, NY 128

te, but dropped out.

216 7th Avenue, Apt. 4F
New.York, NY 10036

and was ter inated from the Institute on

1-

85

1
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197 North Lake Avenue
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ALBANY AREA HEALTH LIBRARY AFFILIATES

Mailing Address:
Schaffer Library of Health Sciences

Albany Medical College
Albany N.Y. 12208

'1---

JUgE- 1975

:teerinq pormittee

.:ohn Connors
V.X.gospitul,Albany

...orothy Dralle
Ellis flostiltal,Schenectady

;.ynn Kasner
N.I.State Nurses Assoc.Albany
1auline Vaillancourt
SUNTA School of Library,&
Information Science,Albany

Ursula Poland (Chairman)
Albany MediCal College

.

1975-1976 AAHLA CALENDAR ANNOUNCED

Dates to reserve for business and program meetings
of AAHLA are:

September 18, 1975 - "Developing Media Programs in
Medical 'Libraries" -

10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Jane Port, Assoc.' ,ibrarian for
Public Services - Mt. Sinai School

Albany Medical of Medicine,formerly Supervising
College A-V Librarian, New, Jersey Colleges

of Medicine & Dentistry
Business Meeting
Problem Solving Group Sessions

Novethber 13, 1975

1:30 p.m. - 4:30.p.m.,

VA Hospital, Albany or
State University of

New York at Albany

"Art of Indexing"

"How to Access Nursing Literature"

r.

March 4, 1976

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Loction to be decided
0

"How to generate User Interest"

Workshops of your choice
1

April 23rd, 1976

1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Possible location, a meeting
pace off the Northway between
Albany and Plattsburgh

Details to.be determined.

For details of other forthcoming meetings -

88'
43
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A JOINT mhi:TING Oi TPE A:.!ANY ARIA 1-EkL11-1 -LIBRARY AFFILIATES, AND THE 17
COUNTY 1::-.AL'iliE";01TZES COUNCIL ( SYRACUSE A::.:A} 1.AS IIELD MAY 2nd , . 1975
AT 'ME JCNLS CELL CENTER, LAKE PLACID.

The major tolirfc for the day was CONSORTIA, but there was also an opportunity
for one group to attend a MEDLINE demonstration and another to receive in-
formation on procurement and handling of A-V software.

The Consortia Workshop was led by Wendy Ratcliffe Fink,,,Bethe Moulton, Cherie
Haitz and Bill FleMinF, and while it was based in part on their mn experienca
gained at the Consortium for Information Resources (CIR) of the West Suburban
Hospital Association, Boston, Massachusetts, participants were involved both
in the formulation of questions to be discussed and in the development. of

:solutions to the problems that were raised.

The three basic questions, the group decided to concentrate on were:

Why form consortia?
How d4,.you -2evelop consortia - especially when there are no

Atart-up funsls?

Whif-are the steps involved?

The group was not entirely convinced that this Region, where we are blessed
with NYSILL, 3 Rs Councils and an RML Network, needs consortia. Yet, there
are many health care facilities that are not members of their 3 Rs Council.
Since Consortia can go beyond interlibrary loan cooperation, and share such
techniquesiiMEDLINE searching, cataloging, A-V acquisitions, perhaps we do
need consortia.

CIR was begun with a National Library of Medicine Resource Project grant and
had_from its beginning a project director whose efforts were not diluted by
having a primary job in one of the participating institutions. It was con-
ceded that both these factors contributed greatly to the Success of CIR. A
major Kurdle to be overcome_in consortia development for information resources
is to convince administrators cf went institutions that the improveA.ervices.
gained by the arrangement are worthwhile and that a reduction of cost not
to be expected.

The building on existing ties, the working on a small scale with your nearest
neighbors and the enlisting of interast,and support from those who need in-
formation services and from one's administrators are obvious first steps.
Informally we have cooperated with each other for many years. Can we forma-
lize (or should we ?) the relationships we have built up in the past years by
consortia developments?

400
The meeting was enhanced by having representativesAfrom all parts of New York
State with a"good representation of North County personnel. Doris Doran, the
NLIPs Extramural Programs Officer for Region II was present and managed to
meet individually, with workshop participants throughout the day.

Anyone wishins to red and tiOthe Consortia ci cept as it may apply their
particular geographic ea Slio041ease write to the chairman or to any mem-
ber of_AAHLA's Ste Ong ' mittee
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RKSHOP ON EVALUATION TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHERS
u.S /HARVARD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, TEACHER
PREPARATION PROM= - DECEMBER, 476, 1974

`::!
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Over the past year, tbe NERMLS stall has been working with the staff of the

Harvard Schadl of Public Health, Teacher Preparation` Program to assess NERMLS

training activities from the standpoint of effective transfer of,knowledge
and skills to hospital librarians who attend NERMLS Library Training Institutes

and one day workshopS.'

Havidg done a total observation of NERMS Twelfth (12) Library Training
ris,titute in 1974, two members of the staff of the Teacher,Preparation Program,
Lore Vanderschmidt, Ph.D., Instructor in Educational Technology and Mr.jDodge
Fernold, Clinical Fellow, offered NERRMS_a Very thoughtful and positive evalua-
eibn of this teaching activity. Subsequent exploratory discuSsions on teaching
techniques and evaluation methodology led to.the decision to collaborate on the
three-day worlphop on'Evaluation Techniques for Teachers.

Students for this presentation were members of the faculty who had taught at
one time or another at,NERMLS Library Traini4 Institutes or one-day Workshops.
The student body included the NERMLS staff, Countway Library of Medicine staff
arld Mr. Louis Audette, Department of Biomedical Comihunicatiens, University of

Connecticut Health Center; Miss Jacqueline Bastille, Librarian, Massachusetts
General Hospital; Mrs. Marjorie Getchell; West Suburban Hospital Association
Consortium for'Information Resources;.Miss Susanne Kanis, Medical Librarian,
Hartford Hospital; Mrs. Charlotte Kirkpatrick, Librarian, Stamford Hospital;
MS. Patty McConaghey, Medical Library Association; Miss Mary Pekarski, Librarian,'
Bbston College School ofe,NUrsing; MrsJean Scougalf, Librarian, Medical Center,
of Vestern Massachusetts,' and Mr. John Timour4,Direater, Mideastern Regional
Medical Library Service, College of Physicians of Philadelphia.

0

. .

10.8hattick.ttreet Boston *lassadhusetts 02115,
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Librarians interested in attending the Library Training Institute or the one-day
workshop should write to Carole Lipsitt, Educational Specialist, NRMLS, Francis
A. Cobntway Library of edicire, UT Shattuck StreetBoston, Massachusetts, or
call her toll free. In,:Massachusetts, the nUmber is 800-42-8941. Elsewhere in

New England, the number-is 800-225-4918.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY
LL OFFZR A LIERARY TRAINING INSTITUTE

The- School of LibrarlTand Information Science - State Uni sitx.of New York at
.

. . .....

Albany is sponsoring flnInstitutr,on Health Care Libraries:- ''Iralaing and

Personnel; intended eor, individJals currently working in a health informItion
library, full or part - tire, as an employee or as a volunttgqL Topics covered

will include: a general introduction to 'e concept ()especial ligraries, use

of specific indexeS, search techniques for information retrieval, correct forms
of bibliographic citation, interlibrary lo ns, book and journal seliction,

:circulAtion, reference, computer assisted nstruction and will also include

computer terminal demonstrations. , \,

Ten meetings will be held on Wednesdays from 10:00 a.m. bib- 4:00 p.m. from February
26 to March 19, 1975 and April 9 to May 14, 1975 at the State University of New

York at Albany. There is no tuition fee for the meetings, and selected particig
pants'will receive a stipend of $15.00 per day plus dependency allowanee. For

further information call (518) 457-8571 or 1;:xitk to Dr. Pauline hi. Vaillancourt,

Institute.Director, School of Library and Information Science, State University
of Newyork at Albany, 1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12222.

WEST SUBURBAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION - CONSORTIUM
FOR INFORMATION RESOURCES (WSHA-CIR) CHANGES'llEADQUARTER ADDRESS

41e central office of the West Suburban HoSpitallssociation - Consortium for

Information Resources has moved to the headquarters of the West Suburban Hospital

,
Association at Waltham Hospital in Waltham, Massachusetts. After February 1st of

this year, all correspondence should be addressed to: Consortium for Information

Resources -.West Suburban Hospital Association, Hope Avenue, Waltharm,, Massachusetts

02154. The telephone number of the new headquarter is (617) 899-92

PERSDNNEL NOTES

44

Mrs. Joan-Ash was recently appointed Osistant Director for Technical Services

.tt the University of Connecticut Health Center Library.1,Mirs. Ash ib-in charge

of the technical processing dOision which incli,k1citreits,±ng7---a, ion and
serials. Joan went to the University of Connecticut from the Yale Medical Library

where sha began in 1972 as Senior Reference Librarian,

Extension Librarian,

1
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Every Ile.dnesday

February 26 to,'
March 19. a

April IS, to

May 14.

*(Part_j_al

Institute on Healt Care Libraries; - training; of personnel.

Sponsor- SUtlY Alba y School o? Librarylt Information 5c-i-.!

ence.. For informi'-ion call (51,0 457576 or coatact,
Dr. Pauline .14. Vailla-ncourt, .nstistute pirector*, Scheal

of Libtary ,Et Information Science, &INV at Alibany, 11;e3

-Washiligton Avenue, Alb:any* Vat York 12222.

tia'rch 5

March. 15 11 :1 5

_
4.

f4.

Seminar on the, Role of the.Librarian in. the Health titre
Institution. speaker wiz Gertrude LBO,
"Hospital Librarianship Where the Action is." Also a

Panel on What -makes a Productive Library
-k

Buffalo area group,,ithe Western New York Heilth Stir:ices
Librartabs. "Wational Medical Audi oyisual Center-

. Services., to Health Sciences Libraries: Mrgaret -Droz.j.:13',
Medi cal--,Educat ton -atLARNP,--2929-i in -Street-i,-Bu77a1.-6.
For -information contact, Amy =Lyons *IV Buffalo
Healjth Sciences libraryr .s.. ,

March 19
(Dinner Meeting

Springs Meeting of

turing. Helen -Kruge

to Al rnative Me

Bakcsy 12) 760

,

w York .Regional Group/MLA fea-

t er Ftalers, Other Curg;;A
dic ne{."..For,infori-dation 411

lo7,7
_

April-15 (2

1

,
Brooklynt9uee Staten .Isl a ri O Group- of stteaitli

Sciences Li braar ns . Dr. Hal en Simon, Grants Ressearch
, os

,

, .Person at,d;the Catholic,1,4etlical Center; will ..'Speal: on
"Rossi 111 e. ,Developpent of Comb rti aAn _the B/Q/SI. s,Ar':tsa .."

For information call.-Siste'r Regina ,Clots Woo0.
291-3300 extension 06, ,,

sv s ....

t.

New Jersey Hospital Libr -y,. Association rileet.ing- at

Rutger§:Library School , ev Brunswick. Prograiri.to-.'

be announced.' .' ' ...
. -,,

'ffiEliatt-YORk-ACAVEIV-16F4fEDICIME-LIWARY _
/Jaat-103/td:Sticeet;NegYvak, 0.11.1.1002(1



STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW yORK.AT ALBANY
School of Library and Information Science

A L U M N I N E W S L E T T E R
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The following 1973-74 graduates wete nominated for membership in Beta Phi
Mu,-the international library sctence honorary society.%

W. James MacDonald
Elizabeth Mayer
Eleanor Mitchell
William O'Connor
Sylvia-Savage-

Marjorie Bertedict
Charlotte Blumenfdld'
Donald_Buckholtz
Peter Christensen

--John-Coty
Rhonda Bayer Courtney
Shelly Fretnd ,

4111) Eric\Horne
Betty 'Ann Ingui

Charles Trempelr'

Joanna Weinstock
Barbara Will

These nominees maintained a 3.75 average during their KW program.

WORKSHOP SERIES

Two workshops in the fall series--one on The New RAles for Descriptive
Cataloging directed by Prbfessor Stevenson and Whitney Coe of the Princeton
University Library; the other, on Sound Recordings-Cataloging and Classificdtion,
directed by Professors Halsey and Stevenson - -were held in $eptember and proved

to be tremendously successful. Uhfortunately a number of people had to be

October 11 is the workshop on Faculty Status for Libra isms, which will be
turned away as both workshops were filled before the \rk eadlines.' Scheduled for

directed by Professor Bufgess. Also, a special series, of three one-day workshops
on federal documents will be offeled by Professor Morehead for State Library

personnel. Ine spring series is presently being planned, and announcements will
be sentout early,in theecond term. Any alumni who did riot receive previous
announcements at their libraries may have their names put on the mailing list
by Contacting the library- school. .

a..,.

,

.

Z 14

I

U.S.O.E. INST DIES, ANNOUNCED

public librarianq'in:terested in"Starting or improving.library service to
the business community areanvited to-apply for admission to an _Institute on

this subject to'be held at _School from June 9-27, 197.5. The Institute is

federally funded, and the attendance of participants will be subsidized.

Besides a review of businessibibliographY, the Institute will feature the
use of data banks of business info ion and a study of service fop pay.` The

Institute will be directed by Prof sor,Robart-Burgess. Write to Shim for further

infOrmotion.
A

/---- A pecond Inztitute on He « h Care Librariet: 'Training of Personnel will be
directed by professor Pauline Vaillancourt: 141p,Institute is intended,to help

untrained individuals who operate any health related library,Ori a full time or
part 'time` basis, either paid or volunteer. Alufti who will be involved include

' Laura Campaigne, Dorothy Droll,'and Deborah, Barnhart ,as Site visit hostesses;
Marcia Davidoff and Marilyn Kanner as me beis ot the AdviSory-Comnittee; And
Sara K. Knapp, as a member of the Institute faculty.

,.

- 3 " .
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SCHOOL OF
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
AT ALBANY

FQR individuals currently working in a health
related' facility library ,(full-time or part-
Nine; as an employee or as a volunteer).

Selected participants,wilrreceive a stipend

of $15.00 per day plus dependency

allowance. NO TUITION!

MEETINGS Ten meetings: on Wednesdays
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. from
February 26, 1975 to March 19, 1975

AND

April 9, 1975' to May 14,-1975
To. be held 'at State University of New
York at Albany..

TO COVER: General introduction to concept
of special libraries

Use of specific indexes
'Search techniques for information

retrieval
Correct forms of bibliographic citation

Importance of accuracy for interlibrary
loans

Book.seleCtion and discard policies

Processing methods
Journal selection and discard_ policies

Checking-in journals

Name

Institution

Address

Pleas

e

Prepa g journals for binding

Classifyino books and. practice session
(with boo s from' participants' own
librariesbring your problem books to
classll)

Cirallationloan policies, overdues, re-
serves; .etc.

Inter-library loans
------

Library and records.

Library visits

Computer termi,n6I demonstrations

Audiovisual media. lab demoiisinitions

Cornputer assisted instruction available

Reference work
Review session ;--- assistanwith any

special problems

`Technic:11,es will include lectures' and demon

. strations by experts in medical librarianship,i
practice:setsions with assistance and super-
vision, field trips to exemplary libraries_and
hands-on practical experiences. _
Fourteen prominent librarians 'will serve as

faculty. .

For more information, -call (518) 457-2576

For application form) serith the attached foot,.

Dr. Pauline M. Vaillancourt,
Institute Director
School of Library and Information, Science
'State University of New York at Albany
1400 Washingto'n Avenue
Albany, New'Yorlt 12222

.10
/7 'IS110

' . .

nd me an application blank for the' Institute on Health Care:Libraries.
ik-,

In MY supervisor supports my attending.

t4C2

ed.

Signature

I .
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May 14, 1975

Mrs. IrmaIrma S. Tuttle
Masonic Medical Research Laboratory
Bleeker Street
Utica, New York 13503

Dear Mrs. Tuttle:

Congratulations on having completed the Institute on Health 'are
Libraries: Training of Personnel.

107

As you may know, you were selected among 'the applicants o participate
in this Office of Education funded Institute because, e Advisory
Committee felt that thiss training would benefit your ibrary. .

We are pleased that you successfully completed th= Institute and
feel that you will be better .able to contribtte o the important
networking system established to provide Publi ed documents to
your users. ,

.I feel that you have made exce lent qontr
f

tions in the questions
a discuSsionin which you pa ticipated d am pleased to give
you is formal eVidende of having compl tedhe Institute.

s

Sincerely Ours,

(Di.) Pauline ft. Vaillanco rt
Institute Director


